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“2Nite”
Level 3/4 Jazz
Choreographed by Daniella Ortega
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Facing back swing R arm up sit in R hip 1-2, switch to L 3-4, pivot to front 5-6, touch R
foot out 7, drop over 8
Groups 1, 3, or 5: Step R hands on hips 1, shift hips L “T” 2, hips R arms high 3, lean
look L 4, groups finish 5-8
Drag R hands down body 1, step L, R 2-3, brush L leg up R arm high diag 4, cross back
5-6, chainé 7, turning jeté back leg in attitude 8
Spin out 1-2, soutenu R hand behind head 3-4, sassy walks change forms 5-8
Drag forward hands up 1, touch foot in 2, tap R foot out snake hands &3, lean point R
hand down 4-5, rond de jambe 6, pas de bourée 7&8
Passé L w/ L arm up 1, land to back corner 2, front line look front hands on back 3, back
line 4, push R hand down leg 5-6, step back R, L 7&, battement R 8
Prep 1-2, double pirouette 3-4, step out 5, drag back hands up 6, step out hands down 7,
jump together hands clasp high &, sit in L hip hands behind head 8
Face back 1-2, hips hands out from elbows R then L 3-4, snake front 5-6, booty shake 7-8
*Cut to passé 1, b/c &2, chainé 3&, fan 4, turn out 5-6, poses 7-8
Face back 1, jump together hands high 2, cha cha 3&4, change lines bring L hand down
face 5-7, arms up R tendu 8
Swoop arms snake head 1-2, lean R 3, soutenu &4, step L 5, pitch R 6, passé 7, relevé 8*
Step L inside turn 1-4, jump pop R arm up 5, switch 6, circle R arm 7, snap 8
Parts on 1, 2, or 3: Turn around L shoulder 1, second arms up high 2, touch floor 3-4,
slide L leg through 5-6, push back to kick R 7, recover 8
R arm on knee 1, snake head 2, roll to back 3-4, legs straight hands on floor 5, groups
finish 6-7, snake head up 8
Finish snake 1, pop hip 2, drag to opposite sides 3-4, chassé 5-6, “X” jumps in opposite
directions 7, land 8
Transition back to triangle: Drag 1-2, sit into hip w/ “phone” hands 3-4, sassy walk 5-8
Repeat * to *
Walk forward hands palm up 1-2, circle over head 3-4, sweep floor 5-6, snake up 7-8
Hit poses

“Accessory”
Level 1 Jazz
Choreographed by Robbyn Good & Kali Boyd

Beginning form: tight triangle
8
Hold beginning position 2nd position to left diagonal right hand on hip 1-4, pop
right shoulder forward 5-6, head swivel right-left 7-8
8
Parts front to back (1, 5, 1) (spread out front to back) chainé arms on hips to front
1-4, step out with R foot into 2nd L arm over head 5, shift weight into L hips R arm
over head 6, shift to R hip 7, arms close, dig L, head R 8
8
Cont. parts
8
*Scoop snap 1-2, swivel legs to R 3-4, grab wrists pump 5-6, circle cheerio 7, arms
to R hip 8
8
Swirl arms to face L 1-3 head nod &-4, push arms down 5, hip circle to R 6-7,
center 8
8
L snap parts (1, 3, 5) L to R in form, “L” arms L, R 1-2, L arm swoop down to tuck
to the L side 3-5, hold 6, look front 7
8
Cont. parts last group looks front 3, hold 4, roll to sitting position 5-6, look R 7,
look L 8
8
Roll over L shoulder 1-3 R leg out 4, arms brush through chest 5, down, 6,
shoulders R-L 7-8
8
Ripple L to R roll to standing, hands on hip 1-8
8
Every other line, chest contractions front or back, step out 1-2 close 3-4 transition
(2 triangles or 2 diamonds) diva arms 5-8
8
Continue walking arms, L hand on hip, R arm snaps 1-2, 3-4, step R foot into 2nd R
hand on hip push L to R diagonal, hand flexed 5 switch to other side 6, swoop
down R arm 7, face R diagonal, feet together hands on hips 8*
8
Step out L to 2nd , snake head to L 1-2, wrap arms 3, hold 4, chest pop 5-6, clip R
foot to back 7, turn over R shoulder to back, push arms down 8
8
Jump to 2nd 1, hold 2, pick up R to L 1st group both arm points R then L 3-4 2nd
group picks up with 1st group 5-6, double arm circle back, step R arms parallel to
knees 7-8
8
Ball change to L, hands on hip, look L 1-2, close feet 3-4, pivot over R shoulder to
front 5-7, hold 8
8
Step L to 2nd , point to left diagonal 1, clean the table 2-3, point to shoe 4, look back
5, front 6, whip it, whip it 7-8
8
Transition (back to spread out triangle) hands on hips 1-4, diva arms 5-8
8
Continue transition snap walking arms 1-4, repeat all together step out, L arm wrap
over head 5, R arm 6, shift weight to R 7, L to dig, close arms, look R 8
48
Repeat from * to *
8
Ripple 1-7 step to 2nd , roll shoulders back, weight into R 8
1
Look front

“All That Jazz”
Level 3/4 Field Kick
Choreographed by Melissa Page
1st formation: Triangle (high kick spacing)
8
Start off in second position with right hand holding the tip of hat and head down;
hold pose 1-4, move heels to the right 5-6, left 7-8
8
Inside triangle pose 1 with right arm straight up by ear, left arm wrapped, left foot
in a dig, and right leg in plié, middle diagonals of triangle pose 2, outside
diagonals pose 3, everyone hold 4, step out with left foot and circle around flat
back with hands on hips, elbows back 5-6, circle hook up 7-8
8
Step with left foot 1, fan with right leg 2, step right 3, step left 4, right angle kick
and head pop side 5, step with right foot and head pop forward 6, step with left
foot 7, cabriole &8
8
Step with right foot on relevé look right 1, step with left foot on relevé left 2, head
pop forward left foot in a dig on 3, hold 4, twist right foot front 5, twist right foot
back 6, twist right foot front 7, head pop forward feet together on 8
8
Step out leaning into right foot on the ball of foot, let go of right arm and have
fingers crawl down right knee 1-4, clip turn right foot in front 5-6, down to a tuck
7, hold 8
8
Break off from triangle work
A. Center triangle group: flick and twist up hands to the right knees to the left 1,
flick and twist hands to the left knees to the right 2, cross arms in front of chest
and step with left foot 3, battement with right leg 4, walk right 5, walk left 6, plié
with left leg dig right foot and have right arm up by ear left arm wrapped 7, hook
up 8
B. Diagonal lines that come out of formation: chassé with right foot wrap arms 12, prissy walk with arms up hands flicking right 3, hands flicking left 4, prissy
walk with hands on hips elbows back 5-6, plié with feet together right arm up 7,
hook up 8
8
Straights and crosses 1-8
8
Straights 1-6, close feet 7, close arms 8
8
Transition to box, shuffle back with arms straight in front of you rising up with
flexed hands 1-4, jazz hands open down 5-6, slap hook up 7-8
8
Swing right leg threw passé knee to the left 1, turned out passé 2, waist level
angle kick to the right with head tilted to the left 3, hold position 4, lean over on
right foot and head pop to right 5, hold 6, turn to left dig with right foot unhook
arms and grab tip of hat 7, hold 8
8
Circle hips around 1-2, right arm up by ear left arm down 3, hook up 4, straights
5-8
8
(Three groups open in box) inside of box prep 1 straight 2, passé head down 3,
foot out straight and pointed with head looking side 4, 2nd group starts this on 3,
3rd group starts this on 5 and finishes on 8
8
Transition to open triangle in lines, walk with outside foot first 1, cross with other
foot 2, face in and plié walk 3-4, chassé 5&6, cross over with inside foot 7, close
together 8

8
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(3 groups opposite choreography on each side) 1st group preps 1,
fans 2, goes down to knee 3, 2nd group preps 2, 3rd group preps 3,
everybody hold 6, grab hat tilt head in and shoot out inside leg straight 7,
tilt head straight forward 8
Hook back up and bring leg back forward 1-2, posse to inside diagonal 3, put
outside foot towards diagonal straight 4, plié and push hands down on leg 5-6,
grab tip of hat 7-8
Transition to U formation, chasse with right foot, arms crossed 1-2, pop with feet
together arms up 3, hold 4, open arms forward and down while walking 5-6, hook
up 7-8
Alternating kicks (2nd line double preps)
1st line closes feet 1, 2nd line closes 2, ripple from left to right head down right
foot in posse to leg out looking side 3-7, close 8
Straight kicks 1-6, close feet together 7, close arms 8
Transition to diamond, chassé right foot arms down 1-2, pose with left foot in
posse right arm crossed left arm at low diagonal flexed hand 3, hold 4, chassé left
foot 5-6, pose with right foot in passé with left arm crossed and right arm in high
V flexed hand 7, hold 8
Grab hat and walk 1-2, ball change forward with right foot right hand grabbing
hat 3, right arm by ear &, hook up 4, straights 5-8
Prep 1, out-in 2, inside rond de jambe with right foot 3, unhook and grab hat
facing left side 4, chainé forward 5-7, pose 8!

“All the Above”
Level 2/3 Hip-Hop
Choreographed by Regan Jurick and Jordan Raymond
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Hold 2
Raise up 1-2, front line: circle body 3-4, R arm to forehead 5-6, step back R, L w/ R
elbow connected at side 7-8; Back line: same except two counts later
Face side pop collar 1-2, punch down by side 3-4, step L foot back hands at R hip 5-6,
back line 7-8
Jump front arms sweep up 1-3, arms tuck in 4, switch lines 5-8
Lines go in opposite directions: cross feet &1, pop body 3-4, switch sides 5-8
“Stir the pot” 1-6, scoop down to R 7-8
Shake hands to R then L 1-4, draw heart 5-8
Push hands out 1-2, step side and salute 3-4, pop heel 5, twist front switch heels 6, close
7-8
Lean L step R w/ shoulders 1-2, switch 3-4, raise up to pose 5-8
*Transition to triangle: Sweep hands to R hip 1-4, switch to L 5-8
“New kids” 1&2, arms circle back 3, crunch down 4, straighten knees and legs 5, ½ T 6,
twist arms to front 7, twist body 8
Punch R fist down 1, switch L 2, switch R 3, together 4, R leg up flex hands box 5, flip
forward close fists 6, head up 7, hold 8
Body roll back while walking 1-6, close 7-8
“Chicken part”: R leg out 1, switch 2, pop body 3-4, switch feet hands in front of chest 5,
switch feet hands up 6, hit hips side hands behind head twice 7-8
Scuff R leg to L hands close to body in fists 1-2, switch 3-4, switch again 5-6, kick R leg
out arms X out 7, back in 8
Groups: Turn around yourself 1-2, point R hand up 3, look and flip hand to L 4, second
group 5-8*
Transition back to lines: punch down 1-2, other arm 3-4, slide up body 5-6, clean to front
7-8
Pull forward 1-2, drag turn to L 3, face L hands pressed down 4, grab shirt 5, pop collar
6, snake lower 7-8
Jump back to L leg 1-2, step face L drop and cover face 3, switch body to front 4, open
hands and uncover face 5, close back 6, circle hands 7-8
B/c to second and circle body &1-4, point at knees 5, knock knees 6-7, close 8
Snake pull R hand across face 1-2, L 3-4, R 5-6, run 7&8
Repeat * to *
Pushing down transition altogether to front
Sweep hands transition to make triangle closer together
Point hands out and bobble head

“Angels on the Moon”
Level 3/4 Lyrical
Choreographed by Yoshio Pineda
Beginning position: Group 1 facing upstage diag, group 2 in a hinge reaching L hand forward R
hand on neck also upstage diag
8
Group 1: Reach over head 1, R hand over L 2, windmill to tendu 3-4, rond de jambe into
passé 5, jump 6, passé relevé sunshine arms 7-8; Group 2 hold
8
Group 1: Walk through diag and cut 1&2, run to partner and turn them around 3-4,
everyone: soutenu forced arch arms circle over head 5, glissade w/ broken arms 6, grande
pas de chat 7, land L front 8
8
Échappé parallel arms up 1, hold 2, break L arm through 3, R &, drop over 4, step R
mini-windmill arms 5, hands in front of stomach 6, close hands 7, arabesque 8
8
Step R, L cut w/ windmill arms 1&2, L, R tendu reach down 3&4, passé and jump over
leg 5, press to L 6, double chainé turn in plié 7-8
8
Reach over b/c 1-2, press to diag and degagé relevé w/ head release 3-4, walk to
staggered lines 5-6, prep 7, double inside pirouette 8&
8
Open arms 1-2, break R arm up 3, turn hand up &, curl fingers 4, step back L 5, fan kick
6, soutenu forced arch 7, step out R 8
8
Layout release w/ sunshine arms land in coupé 1-2, pas de chat 3, land 4, échappé parallel
arms up 5-6, break arms down 7&8
8
Swivel passé prep 1&2, double pirouette w/ “L” arms 3-4, slide to floor facing back 5,
roll on stomach 6, open arms to “T” facing back 7-8
8
*Pick up hips extend R leg 1, loop R leg under 2, press R arm forward 3, roll to stand up
4-6, L arm presses around front 7, attitude turn 8
8
Step R, L &, swing arms up 1, roll to floor 2-3, prep 4, barrel turn 5-6, b/c R, L arms
wrapping around body 7-8*
8
Drag unwinding to R arms out 1, coupé hug arms to chest keep turning 2, prep to back
diag 3&, “ice skater turn” R arm up 5-6, continue to turn and release body back stepping
back 7-8
8
Walk sideways 1-2, balancés R, then L 3&4, 5&6, chainé forward 7, low chainé 8
8
Ronversé 1-2, land to floor 3-4, sit to floor 5-6, open arms to back 7-8
16
Repeat * to *
8
Drag unwinding to R arms out 1, roll to floor 2-3, to sitting position 4, reach forward legs
straighten out 5, rebound w/ broken arms 6, cover ears look to L 7-8

“Atomic Baile Boy”
Level 2/3 Jr. High Officer Military
Choreographed by Stacy Kornegay
8

Hold 1-4, 3 groups, starting on 5, 7, and 1: Pike 5-6, straddle 7 hands in front, scissor
hands 8-1
8
Hold 2, lay on stomach 3-4 – other groups finish 5-8
8
All pull to bug 1-2, high knees 3-4, stand face front 5-6, hands hips 7-8
8
1-4 clap low, under chin, open hands, close hands 5-7 three groups step R or L hands
circle to low diagonal hit “roof top” on 8
8
High V and clean 1-2 move 3-8 arms slice hips R, L, elbows to hips and clean
8
Step R arrow arms R,L,R 1-2 slice to other side 3-4, push low L diagonal 5-6, front
second position arms R diagonal flex hands 7-8
8
Switch diagonal R leg lifts up and down 1-2, hands behind head and waist 3, switch 4
pull feet together, 5 R to L low diagonal, 6 L full diagonal 7-8 flex hands
8
1-2 circle arms to table top: 3 groups step back left, open arms, turn to back close arms,
pull feet together high V, clean
8
3 groups: pivot turn R 1-2, chase 3-4, step L, kick R arms break into high V 5-6, close
feet clap low 7-8
8
1-4 other groups finish, Jump out 5, chassé R arm shoulder up 6-7 L position 8
8
Clean 1-2, formation change 3-8: arms slap 3-4, stomach 5, raise up 6, high roof 7, low
roof 8
8
Windshield R 1, L 2, circle to shoulder 3-4, L knee down 5-6, R leg extends box “L”
arms 7-8
8
Face L corner push front 1-2, clean arms 3-4, move to beginning pose 5-8
Repeat to pivot turn chase. Do not kick, go to end levels and take R arm high diagonal on 8

“Atomic Baile Boy”
Level 5 Military
Choreographed by Lilian Mason
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Hold 1-3, first group opens 4-and, pray 5, broken T and, fold elbows in 6, clean and,
hands to hips 7, clean and, penguin 8 second group opens 8
First group hands on floor 1, pop up 2, roll up 3-4, second group does first group’s
choreography 4 counts behind to catch up clean 4, dive side 5, flex up 6, switch to down
7, cross jump 8
Land 1, chest together 2, ball change L 3, R 4, twist 5-and, push out 6, T 7, dive front
and, open 8
Transition to second form chest 1, circle 2, frame head 3, push R up and-4, wrap 5, hips
6, cross 7, low V and, clean 8
Pickup by lines passé box 1, swing through catch 2, straighten up 3, together down 4,
Indian up 5, Indian down 6, up passé 7, diagonal 8
Continue through 3-4, circle down 1-2, pump 3-8
Dive down 1, jump together hands on back pockets 2, bump and, step L 3, throw across
4, prep 5-6, double pirouette arms wrapped 7-8
Center split 1-2, feet together 3, tuck 4, swivel arms 5, body roll 6, roll to tuck 7-8
Three parts roll up to standing attitude hold 1-4, or 3-6, or 5-8
Fan kick over 1-2, or 3-4, snake to front 5-6, wrap tummy 7, front pockets and, clean 8
Ripple front to back hands in front of face 1-8
Transition to second form clap dive arms up 1-4, open to L sprinkler 5, dive front 6, R
sprinkler 7, clean 8
Three parts T flexed 1, swing up and around 2-4, plié 5, face L 6, push away 7-8
Rainbow over to floor 1-4, tuck 5-6, slice across 7-8
Continue 1-4, tuck 5, roll up slapping sides 6-8
Diagonal flex 1, pray and, diagonal 2, low V and, T 3, pray and, in front of face 4, fold
out head back 5-7, open 8-and
Repeat pray 1, broken T and, fold elbows down 2, clean and, hips 3, clean and, penguin
4, dive side 5, flex up 6, switch to down 7, cross jump 8
Land 1, chest together 2, ball change L 3, R 4, twist 5-and, push out 6, T 7, dive front
and, open 8
Transition to last form chest 1, circle 2, frame head 3, push R up (and-4) wrap 5, hips 6,
cross 7, low V and, clean 8
Box 1, meet and, look L 2-and, scoop down 3, prep 4, single pencil turn 5, land 6, pump
and-7, clean 8
Step L 1, slice down 2-3, kneel down 5-6, high knees 7, slice down 8

“Bang”
Level 4 Hip Hop
Choreographed by Amy Goldberg
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Start back to back 1-2, look front 3-4, walk in circle around 5-8
Hand to ground 1-2, 6 step to standing position 3-8
Clean 1-2, look 3-4, body roll up towards each other 5-8
Up rock r, l 1-4, r leg over and kick 5-6, hop around and down to ground 7-8
To floor 1-2, floor work to r 3-4, floor work to l 5-6, straddle head nod 7-8
Slide l to straddle then r to straddle 1-4, Group 1 into knees 5-6 splat out 7- land
8; Group 2 into knees 7-8 splat out 1- land 2; Group 3 into knees 1-2 splat out 2
land 3
Hold 3-4, hand to ground 5-6, squat with head 7-8
Pop n lock r arm t into knee up 1-2, roll up 3, opposite poses down or up with
point 4, move to partners 5-6, pop down in front up in back 7-8
Twist them 1-2, back up 3-4, down the leg 5-6, roll up 7-8
Opposite pulls 1-4, opposite up and rolls 5-8
Turn out of it move 1-4, shake r leg around 5=8
Arm out into chest 1-2, chest isolation 3-4, around face 5-6, elbow to head
contract 7-8
Arms in front in and out with pop circle down 1-4, knock rolls r and left 5-8
Slide opposites into broken t pull 1-8
Down and pop to t 2x 1-4, turn opposite sides cross r l 5-6, booty pop 7-8
Opposition step w arms then double pull both ways 1-8
Cross arms front l leg up then cross arms front r leg up 1-4, start down press up
5-6, arm roll 7-8
Kick out jump 1-2, walk new form 3-8
Group1 walk walk skater jump down 1-4, group 2 walk walk skater jump down 58
Down 1-2, side hold 3-4, forward roll 5-7, “bang” 8

“Best of You”
Level 4 Jazz
Choreographed by Lyndsay Renger
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Hold 1-2, A’s: step back L, R 7-8; B’s: step back R, L 7-8
A’s: Step back L, R 1-2, chainé inside 3-4, drop arms circle head to L 5-6, look to L 7-8;
B’s: Start on 5, same choreography but reversed
A’s: Step to L reach R arm 1-2, passé L as L arm comes up 3-4, turn over L shoulder 5-6,
look L 7-8; B’s still four counts later but reversed
Altogether: Walking to staggered lines looking up at R arm
B/c back arms swing back 1-2, chainé front 3-4, prep 5-6, fouetté 7-8
Fouetté 1, double pirouette 2-3, b/c 4&, face back L leg flicks out 5, hold 6, run 7&8
Jump to face stage R 1-2, drop heels hands up w/ bent wrists 3-4, step L w/ arm up 5,
fouetté arabesque &6, second head back &7, step forward hands to head &8
Passé jump on R leg R arm swings back 1, center 2, chainé 3&, push arms out 4, pull
back into passé 5, step R, L 6&, Russian w/ arms in R “L” 7, land back 8
Unwind into relevé w/ head back 1, drop heels 2, R arm goes over L leg behind 3-4, drag
on L leg, w/ L elbow 5, step across 6, again drag 7, b/c 8&
Developpé tilt 1-2, contract to diag 3-4, roll up 5-6, sway body 7-8
Pushing back running 1, together 2, again 3, flip hips as you roll to ground 4, roll to stand
5-8
Finish roll 1-2, push into second R hand up 3-4, switch face back 5-6, chainé 7&8
Jump out to corner hands out 1, hit thighs 2, release head back 3-4, reach up w/ fists on 5,
throw body over 6, curved arms stay in plié 7, hold 8
Prep to back 1, chainé 2-3, turning jeté w/ back leg in attitude 4, turn out of it 5, prep to
front &6, single coupé pirouette 7, replace R leg down drop to floor &8
Roll to R 1-4, hit plank position 5-6, tuck knees into R 7, back out 8
Roll to back to stand 1-4, turn over R shoulder walk to front 5-6, sauté tilt 7, land 8
Arms fan to R face stage R contract over 1-2, roll up 3-4, walk to switch lines 5-8
Plié to R 1, drag R leg R arm up 2, pas de bourée circle R arm 3&4, step behind R leg
arm down 5, flick R leg out in second 6, step back 7, step L &, drag as arms push down
8; Other group does same choreography on L side
Pivots outside then inside 1-4, Altogether: face front and circle head 5-8
Step forward push arms out &1-2, R arm circles out 3, under L 4, arabesque on R 5, step
back 6, “T” facing back 7, contract over 8
Jump up arms up 1, land 2, step back R, L 3-4, face front “L” L up tendu R 5, break and
plié 6, step back 7-8
Switch lines step R flick L, L flick R 1-4, turn to front 5-6, step forward R arm up 7-8
Circle R arm turning around 1-2, contract 3, roll up 4, head back 5

“Black and Gold”
Level 5 Jazz
Choreographed by Shannon Reznick
8
8

Rond de jambe 1-2, press 3-4, pivot 5-6, turn around 7-8
Extend right leg 1-2, swipe floor 3-4, push away to the diagonal 5-6, turn around
7-8
8
Grab wrists and twist R-L 1-2, release 3-4, point across 5-6, snake and release 7-8
8
Battement 1-2, prep 3-4, pirouette 5-6, plié into coupé turn 7-8
8
Drag 1-2, rond de jambe 3-4, roll to floor 5-8
8
Circle over head 1-2, crawl down legs with fingers 3-4, get up with small
arabesque 5-6, walk to back diagonal 7-8
*8
Point 1 heel 2, circle 3-4, pivot 5-6, pivot 7, flat back 8
8
Stand strong 1-2, shoulder roll with ball change 3-4, sassy walk 5-8
8
“T” arms jump out 1 down 2, wipe 3 down 4, low “V” arms 5 grab wrists above
head with feet together 6, hips 7-8
8
Prep 1-2, low chainé 3-4, jeté with the back leg in attitude 5-6, turn out of it 7-8
8
Battement 1-2, soutenu 3-4, reach 5-6, soutenu with head roll 7-8
8
Reach left arm 1 reach right arm 2, circle parallel 3-4, knock 5 elbow across 6,
run 7-8
8
Saut de chat to the front 1-2, turn around 3-4, reach “V” arms 5-6, swing 7 lead
with and drag 8
8
Step 1, dégagé 2, cirle hips 3 grab head 4, circle arms 5 fists 6, ball change across
7-8
8
Soutenu 1-2, hip circles 3-4, 5-6, step 7, pivot with a snap 8
8
Walk to back 1-2, step out 3, collapse over 4, snake up 5-6, pet face 7-8
8
Prep 1-2, pique turn 3-4, 5-6, chainé 7-8
8
Piqué turn 1-2, 3-4, turn around to front and prep 5-8
8
Chainé to front 1-2, 3-4, piqué 5-6, fouetté 7-8
8
Fouetté 1-2, 3-4, piroutte 5-6, walk front 7-8
Repeat from point, heel but face the front and turn towards the back, end repeat at side to
side hips
8
Slow walks 1-2, 3-4, Coupé drag to the front 5-6, prep 7-8
8
Attitude turn 1-2, step out 3-4, back pirouette with right leg extended 5-6, collapse
7-8
8
Press up 1-2, roll 3-4, circle over head 5-6, look to back 7-8

“Body Work”
Level 2/3 Officer Military
Choreographed by Betsy Heathcock
Abstract pose using different levels
8
Pickup on 3, 5, 7: Hold 1-2, Hit abstract 3, 5, 7 hold 8
8
Clap hands 1, flat back over 2, move 3-6, step out second dive down 7, L arm to
head R to back going over with flat back 8
8
L arm to R sh R arm out from sh palm back 1, bring front out from sh 2, ½ Indian
3, lean R turning in L knee 4, circle down up and out from sh facing L 5-6, cross
chest 7, press L down to low V 8
8
Passé L swing L arm down to low angle and focus front 1, step back L and press
L out from sh facing R 2, step front L with L to high up > 3, step R and switch to
R low > 4, pencil turn L wrap at waist 5-6, jump 2nd dive down 7, close feet
platter arms look up 8
8
Flip hands down forced arch and overlap and hunch over 1-2, step R with hands
at R hip 3, switch to L 4, step R pivot arm to platter 5, ½ turn dive down side 6,
pop knees L by ear flexed hand R to platter 7-8
4
Turn over R sh and press L front with hand flexed 1-2, touch L hand to R knee
and R arm out from sh 3-4
8
Pickup every two counts: Overlap hands 1, flex R foot open hands 2, touch knees
3, step out to second L arm to high angle R at broken T 4, dive down 5, up L &
arms down 6, match dive down 7, arms up parallel 8
8
Body Roll and arms push thru body chasse backwards 1 & 2, flat back 3-4,
continue pickup 5-8
8
R leg out parallel arms in T with flexed hands 1-2, cross passé plie a with hands
clasped 3-4, step across R arms up 5, turn around 6, press down with L leg in
front 7-8 This section is repeated at the end with different counts.
8
Passé with R arm touching waist head tilted to L 1, turn L with R leg back and R
arm in a box L hand under elbow 2, straighten out 3, swing R 4, swing L on 5,
circle back R and up 6, step front R arms in T palms facing front 7, break R arms
thru 8
4
Turn over L sh with arms diving back and ending up R out sh and L at broken T
1-2, step out second arms switch palms down 3, swipe across and arms switch L
leg brushes behind 4
8
Transition: Switch arms L 1, switch R 2, dive front 3, circle L to R with forearms
together 4-5, back front 6, bring to sh 7, drop to sides 8
4
Wrap around head 1, throw down 2, chug 3-4
8
Pickup by diagonals or groupings across: Step out L relevé arms to broken T 1-2,
circle R arm out and around to down L > and L arm touches R sh and step back R
3-4, Face L reach up with R arm and step out with R foot 5, pull head R 6, flip
hand touching R knee and face R bending both knees 7-8
8
Continue pickup 1-4, Face front grande plié press hands down 5-6, close feet
press hands to ceiling 7-8
8
Cover face 1-2, back ball change L arms drop down 3-4, (Moving to a tight V) hit
arms as you transition 5-8

8
8
2
6
6
6
2
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Dive down 1-2, jump out 2nd arms cross chest 3, open out to shoulders
4, plie 5-6, jump up arms to broken T 7, land and plié arms back out 8
Cross arms in front 1, 2, straighten L arm by ear and R by side 3, bend L arm and
lift R leg to attitude 4-5, turn R press out from sh 6, press around R to L 7-8
Bring to sh 1, press to diagonal 2
Passé R facing L corner arms pressed L up R down >s 1-2, Step front R drag with
R at ½ T and L out sh 3-4, step L cross arms down 5, tilt kick with arms in
diagonal 6
Circle L arm up and over ending up in a R lunge with L arm down and R arm up
1-2, sit and turn to the front 3-4-5, arm front 6
Sit and turn 1-3, jump out second hands on the floor 4
Roll up grab pants
Abstract military improve with partnering and dancing percussively
Jump out second reaching arm up 1, press down a wall different directions
hinging one leg and going into a deep plie 2-6
Repeat Section: Passé with R arm touching waist head tilted to L 1, turn L with R
leg back and R arm in a box L hand under elbow 2, straighten out 3, swing R 4,
swing L on 5, circle back R and up 6
Step front R arms in T palms facing front 1, break R arms thru 2, turn over L sh
with arms diving back and ending up R out sh and L at broken T 3-4, step out
second arms switch palms down 5, swipe across and arms switch L leg brushes
behind 6
Transition: Switch arms L 1, switch R 2, dive front 3, circle L to R with forearms
together 4-5, arms out front 6
Pickup front to back: Plie clasp hands flat back 1, jump 2nd 2, 3, 4, 5, everyone
drop arms to open V attached 6
Cross R arm to L sh 1, cross L to R sh 2, slap legs 3, lift up 4, melt to L with R leg
inverted hand cover face with jazz hands 5-6

“Boom Boom Pow”
Level 5 Hip Hop
Choreographed by Amanda Scogins
8
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Hold 1-4, individual poses 5-8
Straight line poses 1-4
Group 1 hands up 1, cross 2, down 3, point inside 4, Group 1&2 repeat 5-8
Group 1, 2 & 3 repeat 1-4, Group 1, 2, 3 & 4 hands up 5, cross 6, down 7, t arms
&8 (V formation)
Chest 1, half t (&) scoop 2&3, lunge forward 4, turn left 5-6, punch groove left
hand to right 7-8
Repeat right hand to left 1-2, repeat left hand to right 3-4, move to block 5-7,
close 8
Muscle groove 1-3, pop 4, turn right to ground 5-6, hop over hands 7-8
Group 1 “rock and roll” 1-4, Group 2 “rock and roll” 5-8
Arm thrust &1&2, hold 3-4, robot arms 5-6, finger rolls 7-8
Head rolls 1-3, hold 4, bounce 5-7, hold 8
Formation change to triangle 1-8
Formation change 1-4, group 1 pose 5, group 2 pose 6, group 3 pose 7, hold 8
Groove right 1-2, front 3-4, flick left 5-6, punch 7-8
Pop shoulders turning to back diagonal 1-3, head pop 4, muscle pops 5-7, move to
two lines 8
Grab right 1, left 2, box right 3, switch to left 4, hold 5, running arms &6, hold 7,
open to diagonal 8
Shoulder rocks 1-2, hold 3, push 4, pull 5-6, slap right 7, leg 8
Step left 1, lean left 2, right 3, left 4, punch right 5-6, left 7-8
Shake 1-4, move to block 5-6,
Chest 1, half t &, scoop 2&3, lunge forward 4, turn left 5-6, pose 7, pose 8
Hold 1-2, pose 3, pose 4, punch groove left hand to right 5-6, pose 7, pose 8
Muscle groove 1-2, pop 3, pop 4, turn left 5-6, “rock and roll” 7-8
Groove right 1-2, front 3-4, back 5-6, punch 7-8
Groove front 1-2, back 3-4, move to close clump 5-6, pose 7, pose 8

“Burnin Up”
Level 2 Pom
Choreographed by Megan DeHoyas and Donna Haas
Face back. arms down by your side and head is down. Formation is two triangles
8
*A's arms reach out high 45 and breaks down to low "V" facing front 1-2, Head
looks to right and back to front on 3-4; B's hold 1-4, Repeats same movement and
starts on 5
8
Three step turn to front with R, R arm in broken "T" and L arm behind your back
1-2, Dig R on 3, R steps out and R arm extends to "T" 4, L arm extends to "T" R
arm hits broken "T" 5, Switch 6, R arm circles in front 7, jump together and arms
go to touchdown 8
8
Triangles face each other and roll down arms 1-2, face back and arms wrap over
head and break down 3-4, inside arm breaks to "T" &5 &6, turn over outside
shoulder to demi plié with hands on knees 7, arms to chest 8
8
Step R drag and push arms forward 1-2, step L 3-4, R Leg points to front, body
faces side 5-6, R arm pumps with focus front 7-8*
8
Parts A- 1, B-5, C-1. start front to back. Ball change, arms cross at chest 1-2,
battement with arms in "L" 3-4, Step L Step right, arms punch down L side R side
5-6, Break through Left "L" 7, break through Right "L" 8
8
Drag 1-2, tuck to floor 3-4, Hold 5-8
8
Hold 1-4, Everybody Snake up 5-7, break down to arms by side 8
8
Traveling move to clump, start on R. Elbow to Elbow Switch arms 1-4, R arm
circles down to 45 5-6, Pump 7-8
8
Chasing Ripple from R to L, R knee goes to floor, head releases back and arms
punch from chest out on 1-4, stand up and face back corner with windmill arms 58
8
Ripple continues 1-4, snake to front 5-6, close 7-8
8
Feet jump out in out 1&2, washboard arms 3&4, pump to back left corner 5-6,
shake up 7-8
8
R arm breaks down to side and R foot steps to face back 1, L arm breaks down to
side and L foot steps to face back 2, shake to R 3-4, face front over R shoulder
with arms in box 5-6, knock 7-8
8
Half of clump drags to L, Half of clump drags to R with inside arm breaking
through to "T" 1-2, close 3-4, three step turn back into clump 5-6, hit bow and
arrow &7, close 8
8
Walk to big triangle facing back and fanning yourself with R 1-4, L arm behind
head, R arm low 45 5, switch 6, switch 7, step out with arms by side and head
down 8
8
Repeat * to *
8
Throw R arm and pivot R to back 1-2, close 3-4, jump out and R arm breaks up to
touchdown 5, hold 6, turn over R shoulder arm breaks through to front 7-8

“CantNeverDidNothing”
Level 2/3 Officer Jazz
Choreographed by Heather Iovine
8
8

8

8
8

8
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8
8
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Hold and 1,2 Passé right foot and replace on and 3, arms circle and go in the back
pocket on 4, Hips up then down on and 5, head back 6, step left with arms down
on 7, tornado arms to the right and jump together to the front 8
Leave arms up and step left on 1, roll down the body, jump out and roll down to
the floor on 2, kick out the right foot on 3 with the left foot tucked under your
bottom, roll to the back on 4 and straighten the left foot and bend the right foot,
on 5/6 roll over the left foot and bring your right around in attitude to continue in
a modern roll on 7 to stand up 8
*Flick right foot with arms in a V and body curved to the side on 1, turn around to
the front 2, forced arch soutenu with arms in salsa on 3, 4 (spotting front), ball
change right, left, right, left with arms starting up and and pressing out with each
ball change and your rib cage circling to the right on and 5, and 6, step to stage
right with right foot on 7, passé right foot and swivel around to stage left 8
Prepare left foot 1, coupe turn 2, low chainé 3 and, baby X jump on 4, chainé
through 5-6, Part A starts next part 7 and 8
Parts (first group goes on 7 and 8, 2nd group goes on 1 and 2) Step drag with left
arm in pocket and right swooping up to your ear 7 and 8, jump together to the
back 1, chassé 2, step 3, saut de chat 4, step through 5, face the side with foot
coming up in passé then back to original position on “and 6” looking to the back
on 6
Everyone snakes to the front 1, slap hands to hips on 2, shake 3,4, and walk to
formation 2 on “5-7and” with arms coming out to second, the touchdown, then
bring it down on “7 and” to jump out with legs in second 8 with arms down by
sides
Step 1, arms come up 2 and right leg flicks to the left leg, prepare 3, 4 with arms
in touchdown to prep position, pirouette “5and” slide to center split 6, close legs
7-8
Roll to the back on your booty with elbows on the ground 1, legs come up
together 2, circle to the left 3-4, cross right over left in “hanging out” position on
5, roll on your belly 6-7 to stand up facing the side by 7-8
Step on the left 1, passé up facing stage right with arms in high V on 2, step,
cross-prepare 3-4, chainé 5 and, run to the back 6 and, jump out in second facing
stage right on 7, hip roll and head snaps front on 8
Left hand on hip and right hand slide on the floor to reach out 1, wipe your mouth
and throw it back in low V on 2, drag with left foot front 3, step right 4, turn and
drop to the floor facing front 5, jump out in second position to the front 6, bend
over 7, snake up with arms in front 8 (not actually on your legs to keep it clean)
*Repeat all the way until the pirouette to the center split when you stand up on 78
Run to a tight clump 1-2 and everyone faces the side but hits with torso to the
front with arms up and comes slowly down on 3

“Chillin”
Level 4 Hip Hop
Choreographed by Sloan Chouest
8
8
8
8
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8
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Hold 1-4, body roll 5-7, snap 8
Snake head to front in groups 1-4, punches 5-8
*Group 1: Body roll 1, b/c snap &2, group 2 goes 3-4, chest roll 5-6, fan face 7-8
“Eyes” 1&, slap R hand w/ L and flick leg 2, flap arms and pop chest “chicken” 3&4,
transition to V: step dig 5&6&, point down and run 7&8
Group 1: Kick R leg across and hands at waist twist body1&2, group 2 goes opposite way
3&4, booty pop and turn around 5-6, Pick up: lean R 7, invert R knees and throw arms up
8
Pick up continues 1-4, chest roll and pivot to front 5-6,* contract back 7-8
Run to triangle 1-8
Kick R leg twice and throw R arm 1-2, flat back over 3-4, snake up 5-8
Circle body twice 1-2, three step turn around 3&4, pull L arm across and look front 5,
step L dig R 6&, step back R, L 7&, pop R hip to front hands in ½ T 8, step out of it &
Push L arm to back corner 1, slap the wall 2, three step turn around pushing chin 3&4,
circle hand over head drop down to L side 5-6, whip R leg around 7-8
Pop arms up like a bird 1-2, arms T 3, ½ T &, push L hand down 4, back to ½ T &, step
L back arms to diag 5, face back 6, swivel legs 7-8
Step back R, L punch R arm L arm out 1&, step R, L hands in prayer next to chest 2&,
flip hands down 3, face back switch hands to R side 4, swing hands to L 5, R 6, face front
7, pop hands back over head and kick R leg back 8
Lasso hand over head and three step turn 1-2, pull R arm back 3-4, turn around yourself
changing forms and popping body 5-8
Push prayer hands down continue moving 1-4, step out R arms to T 5, point to ceiling 6,
run 7&, kick 8&
Arms open up over head 1, hug chest and face R then L 3-6, whip head around and point
to front 7-8
Repeat * to *, step forward arms open out 7, lean back hug chest 8

“Cool Jerk”
Level 3 Field Military
Choreographed by Lindsey Dresner and Stacie Zimmerman
Beginning Position: Block
8
Hold 1-4, T-V twist to second 5-6 or 7-8
8
R diagonal R foot behind 1, hold 2, twist to back Rocket 3, hold 4, pivot L flexed High-V
5-6, clean feet flexed T 7, Clean 8
8
Group 1: Step L cross chest 1, Right battement High V arms 2, Step R clean arms 3, 3
step-turn half- T arms 4-6, Right Dig Left bow and arrow 7, Left L arms 8.
8
Group 2: Step L cross chest 1, Right battement High V arms 2, Step R clean arms 3, 3
step-turn half- T arms 4-6, Right Dig Left bow and arrow 7, Left L arms 8.
8
L-Arm Groups (Start 1, 3 or 5): Step R to second position R L arms 1, hold 2, Right knee
down rocket arms 3, hold 4, High knees pray arms 5, hold 6, Low-V to the ground 7, hold
8
8
Groups continue 1-4, R arm into body 5, L arm into body 6, High knees flexed hands
front 7, hold 8
8
Ripple Sit on L hip R arm in High V 1-4, Ripple Press out of shoulders clean arms 5-8
8
Roll to stand 1-4, Turn over R shoulder arms break to High-V 5-6 or 7-8
8
* Move to 3 groups: Windshield Wiper Arms 1-4, Half-T 5, Low Rocket 6, Half-T 7,
High- V 8
8
Roll to Low-V 1-2, Slap sides 3-4, Hand on Hips 5, Clean arms 6, Hands on Hip look to
Left 7, clean feet 8
8
Groups (start 1, 3 or 5): Step R to second flexed T arms 1-2, Arms down to ground 3-4,
Left jazz split R arm in diagonal 5-6, Back to arms on the ground 7-8
8
Forced Arch High-V arms 1-2, Clean Right 3, Clean Left 4, Groups continue 5-8
8
Scoop Groups (start 1, 3, or 5): Scoop Flexed Arms 1-2, Head to tail release Box Arms 3,
tuck 4, continue groups 5-8*
8
Jeté Groups (Start 1, 3, or 5): Roll-up 1-2, step R Low-V arms 3, step L low-V arms 4, R
jeté 5-6, Cheerleader 7-8
8
Step back on R Left hand on hip Right arm in touch down 1-2, bounce or continue group
3-8
8
Step L cross arms to chest 1, Right passé T-arms 2, step R 3, Feet in second Flexed hands
over head 4, Clean feet to flexed Low-V 5, hold 6, Clean feet to flexed Low-V 7, hold 8
8
Clean feet to flexed Low-V 1, hold 2, clean arms head down 3, head up 4, 3- step turn
low-v or high v-arms 5-7, Rocket high or Low 8
32
Repeat * to * moving to Diamond Formation: Everyone performs all parts together
8
Stand arms in High-V 1-2, High Knees arms in High-V 3-4, Low Knees arms in High-V
5-6, Half T 7, Level arms 8
8
Tick Tock (Starts 1,2 or 3): Low L Right, Low L Left, Low V, High V, rocket, diamond 8
8
Stand L Foot 1-2, Stand R foot 3-4, Pump L 5-8
8
Rock Groups (Start 1, 2, 3, 4, 5): Rock R, Rock Left, clip turn R arm Touchdown, Step to
second R arm in T
8
Ripple clean feet to the front & circle R arm to flexed low V 1-8
8
Clean Arms head down 1-2, pirouette turn preparation 3-4, R single pirouette turn Indian
arms 5-6, Jump to second arms in R diagonal 7, hold 8

8
8
8
8
8
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Groups (start 1, 3 or 5): Tuck circling R arm to low rocket 1-2, jump to
popped T arms 3-4, groups continue 5-8
Clean feet in plié arms crossed a chest 1-2, stationary leap High V arms 3-4, cheerleader
5-6, Jump to second hands on hips 7, hold 8
Transition to Triangle: R broken arrow, Touchdown, L broken arrow, half T, cross at
chest, rocket, diamond, close diamond 1-8
Ripple tuck and slice arms to Left 1-4, Ripple jump to “X” 5-8
Level to low knees, high knees and standing 1-4, R Check 5, hold 6, R Check 7, hold 8
Circle R arm 1, High V 2

“Directions”
Level 3 Contemporary Lyrical
Choreographed by Rhodessa Bell
Beginning position: Triangle facing corner 3
8
Hold 1-4, point down w/ L hand 5-8
8
Throw 1, three step turn into b/c 2-5, piqué attitude 6, extend it out 7-8
8
R 1, sweep to passé 2, move to staggered lines 3-4, cut 5, run to form 6-8
8
Groups on 1, 3, or 5: Undercurve R arm 1-2, “T” arms contract over 3-4, close fists and
pull elbows to sides 5-6, melt down 7-8
8
Finish groups 1-2, swoop arms to “T” and contract on 3, draw directions 4-8
8
R arm out 1, hop over 2, roll to high knees facing stage L 3-4, cambré to L 5-8
8
*“Rolling on floor section”: Arms up and R leg up 1-2, melt to floor 3-4, R knee swivels
5-8
8
“Cat bath” 1-4, R elbow over head to stand 5-8
8
Cambré R arm back 1-5, attitude turn 5-6, walk 7-8
8
Hips forward 1, drag back 2, walk to front R, L, R 3-4&, circle arms wide to L 5-8
8
Pitch attitude and land front 1-4, “face” 5, throw L arm up 6, step w/ L foot 7, flex foot
and contract over 8
8
Move to diagonals: Walk forward 1-2, add arms continue walking 3-4, faster 5-6, run
7&8&
8
Slap hands and flick forward 1, walk 2-3, en dedans turn 4- step back L 5, drag over 6,
walk forward 7-8
8
Groups on 1, 2, or 3: Hop out w/ R hand up 1, point L out 2, R shoulder dip 3, L shoulder
dip all the way down 4, flex flick R foot hands up 5, grab hands forward and contract 6,
turn over L shoulder pop L heel 7, step L 8
8
Passé look to front 1, step down w/ L circle arms over head to floor 2-4, groups finish 58*
72
Repeat * to * (do ending groups altogether)

“Diva”
Level 3/4 Hip Hop
Choreographed by Cami Christensen
Start in windows
8
Hold 1-8
8
*Jump second 1, cross 2, second 3, right left &4, pose 5, switch feet 6, wrap arms 7, feet
back &8
8
Release forward ball change 1-2, pose side 3, pop &4, step forward hit then drag turn 5-6,
rib isolation 7-8
8
Foot pop 1-2, side 3, hold 4, fall 5&6, shimmy up 7-8*
8
**Switch lines foot pony 1&2, step back 3&4, matrix 5-8
8
Roll walk to corner 1-4, run forward 5-6, relax back 7, step side &8
8
Left from right back 1, switch 2, vogue 3&, release 4, roll up 5-6, swivel from 7-8
8
Arms 1, feet &2, open arms 3-4, slide arm out 5, drop elbows 6, hands 7, pulse &8**
8
Concave 1, reach front &2, swivel 3, point 4, throw 5, up down &6, turn 7, hit back 8
8
Circle hips 1-4, point 5, other 6, money front 7-8
8
Snake through 1-2, diagonal pop booty 3-4, hips 5-6, shake finger 7-8
8
Ball change &1, switch 2, shoulder 3-4, dribble 5&6, around 7, pop crown 8
8
Jig corner 1-2, side 3-4, mono 5-6, front 7, point 8
8
Repeat ** to **
8
Walk to triangle
8
Pony walk self 1&2, prissy 3&4, walk circle 5-8
8
Repeat walk
8
Repeat * to *
8
Step out look up 1, close 2, out 3, switch 4, step out 5, close 6, out 7, step second &8
7
Wave 1-2, prissy poses 5-6, hold last on 7

“Falling Slowly”
Level 4 Officer Contemporary Lyrical
Choreographed by Jamie Drake Stephens
8
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Solos break out of clump, ballet poses, return 1-8
Cannon panché arabesque 1-8
Swing fouetté 1, run to partner 2-4, help to floor 5-8
Solo run up stage 1-4, floor person make “X”, C-curve roll front 2, roll back stand 3, run
4, touch shoulder arch 5-6, run 7-8
Invert R passé extend 1, arabesque 2, double coupé pirouette 3, run 4, front dancer
undulate 5, up 6, catch 7, plié 8; back dancer turn 5, run 6, lay on back 7-8
Push off 1, run 2-3, plié 4, reach relevé 5-8
Prep &, double pirouette 1&, three fouettés 2-4
Jeté 1, run 2, rebound 3, run 4, make boat 5, cannon roll stand 6-8
Point 1, sway L, R 2-3, undulate 4, cannon jeté assemble 5-8
Arabesque turn, extend forward turn, attitude turn 3, reach up 4, grab air into floor crawl
lay down 5-8
C-curve roll to back 1, sit head roll 2-4, lean L, R &5, extend R leg 6, attitude roll 7-8
Stand 1, attitude sway 2-3, extend front pirouette 4, run 5-6, battement suspend 7-8
Run 1-2, chainé 3, double “9” leap 4, run to beginning clump 5-8
Repeat solos break out of clump, ballet poses, return 1-4, look over L shoulder 5

“Feel Good, Feel Better”
Level 3/4 Jazz
Choreographed by Andi Haddox
8
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2 groups: Hold 1-2, hips 3-4, ball change 5-6, prep 7 and 8
Double pirouette 1-2, down 3 press up 4, fast feet 5 and 6, hips 7 and 8
Second groups
Finishing out second group
Throw arms 1, jump up 2, right arm down 3, left arm 4, down 5, press up and face front
6, prep 7-8
Double pirouette 1-2, fouette into single turn 3-4, jump out 5, shoulders 6, jump together
7, arms and 8
Throw arms 1-2, slap hips 3-4, walk 5-6, tap 7, look right 8 (switching lines)
*4 groups bringing legs together 1-4, ball change 5-6, arms down 7, passé 8
(Lines go opposite ways) snake body 1-2, pop 3-4, arms 5-6, down 7, jump together 8
(Two groups going on 1 and 5) throw arm and look to right 1-2, run 3-4, leap 5-6, down
7, push 8
First group will prep and do two chainés on 1-6, second group will step together 6 after
finishing previous 8 count and everyone will bring feet together 7 pointing fingers, and
throwing back 8 with hands on back
*Atep 1, kick your right foot 2, prep 3-4, turn 5-6, ball change 7-8
Cha cha 1 and 2, step tap 3 and 4, hips 5-6, arm around 7 and 8
Turn 1-2, lines switch through on 3-4, drag on 5-6, walk 7-8
Slap hips and walk 1-4, prep 5-6
Double pirouette 1-2 front line goes to floor and rolls to face front 3-8 Second line will
turn and jump out 3-4 and face front 5-8
Groups doing floor work and second line doing choreography that leads them to right 1-8
Respective groups 1-4, walk together 5-8
Repeat * to *
Throw arms and walk 1-2, first group throws arm out on 3, second group 4, everyone
pulls it in on 5-6.

“Fort Knox”
Level 2 Officer Jazz
Choreographed by Roxanne Gage
8
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Hold
Ripple chainé to position
*(Front and back line groups 2 counts apart) Rt arm up, Lt arm reach, wrap,
unwrap
Both arms scoop, curl out, twist, twist, elbow turn
Open Lt arm back, pencil front arms 2nd, wrong check again (groups come
together here) then circle arms to the sky
Cross ball change front, cross ball change side, pirouette*
Step passé, step battement Rt, cross, heel, toe, heel reach
(3 groups for floor work “every 2 counts”) Slide to floor, pencil pose, circle arms,
kick Lt front
Spin back, spiral roll, cross sit standing turn
Walk towards back to make diagonal line (everyone meets up on walks)
Walk shoulder, shoulder, soutenu, circle arms over head, open rt coupe
Chassé, grand jeté, pirate walk, passé ¼ turn diag arms
Drag chest lift step,step, chasse Rt, sauté arabesque Rt, step,step front
Push back, open arms 2nd, walk w/shoulders to triangle
Pose rt leg point & rt arm up look over lt shoulder. Ripple chaine front
Repeat from * to pirouette *
Heel toe heel reach END!!

“Go Girl”
Level 3 Officer Hip Hop
Choreographed by Rhodessa Bell
Beginning position: On floor, L knee down, R knee up
8
Start popping to L to stand up 1-8
4
Circle arms around jump out 1-2, circle arms and body at chest 3, “Indian” 4, big slow
body circle arms in box 5-6, “Indian” 7, pop back arms in low V looking opposite ways
on 8
8
In opposition: Wipe face and step pump knee twice 1-4, pivot turn to side 5-6, booty back
7, snap front 8
8
Take upstage hand and point down while shaking booty 1-2, snake up 3, “Thriller” 5-6,
big circle of hips 7-8
8
Big circle of arms pointing down 1-3, pop booty back &4, step clap twice 5-8 (altogether
again)
8
Walk around yourself 1-4, dip L shoulder 5, R 6, wipe face 7, scoop R arm 8
8
Close feet hand behind head 1, point out 2, chug forward 3, step down 4, “wobble” 5-8
8
Step R foot forward ½ “T” arms 1, pop back to “shades” &2, press L knee back 3, low V
arms and hop 4, brush shoulders off in opposition 5-6, run back in 7&8
8
“Basketball” 1-3, slap hip &4, jump out hands to R 6, cover mouth 6, “boy hi” 7, contract
8
8
Moving to diagonals w/ hands rubbing together 1-8
8
*L hand pump twice 1-2, R hand 3-4, circle to R then L 5-8
8
Step out L 1, kick R 2, pop knee 3, down 4, repeat other direction 5-8
8
Shoulder dip R 1-2, again 3-4, big dip 5-8*
8
Every other girl freestyles 1-8
8
Other girls freestyle 1-8
8
Circle L hand high above head 1-2, R hand small circle to R 3, drop over 4, diag arms 5,
contract 6, isolate ribs 7, cover face w/ L hand 8
8
Slide to L 1-2, hips R, L 3-4, step R 5, punch and kick L 6, step L 7, kick R foot and slap
hands 8
8
Walk to two V’s 1-4, continue walking “dental floss” 5-8
24
Repeat * to * w/ front V going to floor
8
Groups kick to stand, pop booty back and walk back
1
Jump to front grabbing in front of mouth and then walk off

“Good Girl Gone Bad”
Level 3/4 Officer Pom
Choreographed by Heather Cox
4
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
1

Intro: hold
Hold 1-3, head 4, daggers 5, ½ T 6, push cross 7, cheerio low 8
High 1, close elbows 2, extend 3, (form change-FC) step and close 4, throw L 5, bow and
arrow R 6, L 7, rocket &, cheerio R 8
Flick R leg 1, twist ½ T 2, push L 3, open R arm 4, GROUPS: 5,7,1- rocket to knee T,
cross to side release back, wrap prep, coupé turn, land front
Hold 1, high V “4 pose” 2, land 3, R heel &4, step 5, battement 6, land 7, pose 8
(FC) walk 1-2 shoulders 3-4 shake 5-8
A’s (front line) 1, B’s (back line) 3: diag. push thru 1 & 2, T 3, head &, down in 2nd 4,
left arm 5, right toe R arm &, look L 6, prep 7-8 pirouette 1-2, jump out 3, close 4, A’s
hold 5-6, run run jeté 7 & 8
Step 1-2, sit R 3, drag to R hands on hips, walk 5-6, turn to back end in 2nd 7-8
(Frt. Line 1, Bck. Line 3): R arm reach front low diag. 1, switch 2, ½ T front 3, kick L 4,
cross pull 5-6, hold 7-8
Groups by halves 1-4, 5-8: passé snap, turn to back, pose
Front line: arms circle up 1, floor 2, roll to back 3-4, up 5, snap front 6, close 7-8; Back
line: hold 1-2, arms circle 3, step 4, unwind 5-6, ball change & 7, battement 8
Short repeat: flick 1, twist 2, push L 3, low V 4, & 5 ball change T, back to 2nd 6, L on
hip look front 7, pop L leg 8
FC shake 1-4, hips 5-7, close 8
Arms to hip 1 & 2, R arm box 3, close R to L shoulder 4, drop circle 5-7, daggers hit L 8
Circle 1, ½ T 2, knees 3 & 4, circle R 5, pose 6, unwind R 7, pose both arms low diag. R
8
Forced arch 3 step turn 1 & 2, GROUPS (3,5,7) clap to rocket passé, jump 2nd T, punch
cross low R, then L, jump close ½ T, pull R arm low V, pull R arm ½ T, ALL- roll R hip
stepping front, step pose R arm extends
Walk to a clump shake 1-4, shoulder 5-8
Pose L hand on hip look front

“Goodbye”
Level 1 Jazz
Choreographed by Hillary Hoffman, Hayley Hoffman, Kelsey Joseph,
Robbyn Good, andMegan DeHoyas
Begin in an even number of lines
Odd lines begins left leg out, right arm out, even lines begin in dig with left arm wrapped
right arm up
8
Hold 1-4, switch poses 5-8
8
(3 groups from left to right on 1,3,5) Shift weight to right foot arms rainbows 1-2 or
3-4 or 5-6, hold 7 flip hand to low V touch right foot to left 8
8
Wrap arms right leg steps back 1-2, sit into right hip left arm forward 3-4,drag arms
come up 5-6, step right left 7-8
8
Right leg passé with high V arms 1-2, slice down and step 3-4, pivot turn closing
arms 5-6, step left through 7, touchdown arms right foot tendu 8
8
*(2, groups begin 1 or 5-back line first then front line) Fingertips lead to T 1-3, look
left 4, hips go right, left, right, left shifting your weight as well 5-8, second ground
begins on 5
8
Chainé turn to right facing front 1-3, left leg tendu 4,arms come up 5-6, break down
to floor 7-8
8
2nd group ends 3-4, everyone snakes up left 5-7, pull arms and shift right 8
8
Press out come center 1, pull across 2, switch 3-4,cheerio right corner and around
5-6, hit right hip 7,switch to left hip 8
8
Pull with right arm to left1-2, L arms turning body to right, right foot in a dig 3-4,
chassé 5-6, step left to front cross arms 7, leap 8
8
Land on ground head down 1-2, hold 3, head up 4*, roll ripple from left to right 5-8
8
Continue ripple to stand 1-4, moving to triangle stepping right hands on hips
thumbs forward walking 5-8
8
Right arm swipes 1-2, left arm 3-4, wrap 5, T 6, elbows lead bring arms down 7-8
8
Step 1, right hand to chest 2, snap pivot to back 3-4, step second position 5-6, turn
over right shoulder and look to audience 7-8
8
(3 groups from left to right 1,3,5) Cross arms right on top 1-2, sit back 3-4, or start
3-4 sit 5-6, or 5-6 sit 7-8
8
Present 1-2, hand on head 3, hold 4, hips roll 5-6, 7-8
8
Ball change right foot back arms reach forward 1-2, step forward T arms 3-4, prep
5-6, single pirouette 7-8
8
Move back to beginning form, walking arms hands on hips 1-4, snap in Z form 5-7,
hand back to hip 8
8
Walk switching lines hands on hips 1-4, pivot turn left 5-6, step second arms in
touchdown 7-8
Repeat * to *
8
Land from leap 1-2, hands down 3, jump out 4, roll up 5-6,press right arm across 7,
sit 8

“Hey U”
Level 4 Contemporary Jazz
Choreographed by David Arevalo
Beginning position: Facing croisé devant
8
*Attitude 1-2, developpé second 3-4, soutenu 5-6, prep 7-8
8
Double coupé pirouette 1-2, jeté front 3-4, roll 5-6, c-curve 7-8
8
Roll out 1-2, , “L” jump 3-4, b/c &5, b/c face back &6, Spanish turn 7-8*
8
Step R, passé L 1-2, step R, L 3-4, pencil turn 5-6, step across 7, face back R arm out 8
8
Chassé circle arms 1-2, three-step turn forced arch into cheerio 3-6, tap knee in 7-8
8
Salsa 1&2, Spanish poses 3-4, passé 5, land 6, single attitude 7, flick &, b/c 8
8
Switch arms release head 1-2, chest contractions &3&4, step R, L and open arms 5-6,
bend 7-8
8
Second relevé arms 1, sit 2, turn front 3-4, turn around yourself 5-8
8
Fan kick 1-2, plié 3, step out 4, roll over 5, contract 6, roll on back 7-8
8
Child’s pose 1-2, second handstand 3-4, needle through 5-6, roll 7-8
8
B/c 1-2, b/c w/ shoulders &3&4, prepare 5-8
8
Fouettés 1-8
8
Double pirouette 1-2, land 3-4, “helicopter arms” 5-6, cheerio 7-8
8
Arm goes through 1-2, turn 3-4, step out open arms 5-6, contract 7-8
8
“X” jump to back corner 1-2, snake through 3-5, pas de bourée &6, croisé attitude jump
7-8
8
Pencil leg R leg to second R arm to chest 1, snake to R side 2, pas de bourée to croisé
attitude jump 3&4, land back 5-6, attitude turn 7, land face back arms up 8
24
Repeat * to *
5
Step R, passé L 1-2, step R, L 3-4, Spanish pose of choice 5

“Hit the Ground Running”
Level 3/4 Kick
Choreographed by Casey Potter
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
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Hold 1-4, Parts hit “L” w/ L arm up 5-8
Ripple from R to L, windmill, wrap around head 1-4, R foot step 5, passé to back 6, L
chassé arms melt 7-8
Forced arch pivot w/ T arms 1-2, step R cross hands 3, cut to passé arms high V 4, prep
5-6, double pirouette 7-8
Land 1, drag back 2, walk R, L 3-4, R fan to front 5, land 6, walk L, R 7-8
Passé developpé &1, step 2, jump to relevé 3, Parts sit into R hip on 5-7, tap L foot 8
Walking to one line (start w/ L foot) 1-5, close face front 6, wrap 7, hook up 8
B/c R,L, out then in &1&2, kick R 3, rock R,L 4-5, R fan 6, R chassé 7&8
Step back L 1, back R 2, L chassé 3&4, hop coupé &, push back to low arabesque 5, step
on R 6, pas de cheval 7, step L 8
*Straights 1-4, R envelope kick from R to L corner 5-8
Straights on L corner 1-4, opposite envelope 5-8
L touches back 1, switch R to front 2, step R 3, close 4, parts step out w/ R foot 5-7, soussous R in front 8
R chassé 1-2, step L 3, twist hips &4*, two L kicks, diag then center 5-8
R flick 1-2, b/c w/ head pop to R 3-4, R fan 5-6, soutenu unhook then rehook 7-8
R chassé 1-2, pas de bourrée 3&4, R kick 5, R chassé 6&7, prep 8
R fan 1, pas de bourrée 2&3, L chassé 4&5, pop jump 6-7, step L 8
Unhook R split 1-4, roll to stand 5-8
Close hook up 1, bow 2, ripple R to L: step, R fan, lunge back 3-8
Repeat * to *
Finish repeat 1-4, hit ending poses on 5, 6, or 7

“Hometown Glory”
Level 5 Contemporary Lyrical
Choreographed by Shannon Reznick
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
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8
8
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Hold 1-4, raise to relevé 5-8
Triangle arms with plié 1-2, pull through arm and jump to right 3-4, plie, rond de jambe
5-8
Battement 1-2, reach 3-4, leap to back corner 5-7, press right arm down with left arm
wrapped 8
Flick 1 point 2, reach 3-4, with right foot crossing back wrap head 5-6 press with flexed
7-8
Rond de jambe 1-2, arabesque 3 collapse 4, turn and press in 4,th position releve 5-6, turn
out of it in plie coupe turn 7-8
*Walk into parallel 4th position with chicken arms 1-2, shoulder roll forward 3-4, nuzzle
roll 5-6, turn to front with big arm circle 7-8
Passé, push away 1-2, turn around and prep 3-4, chainé turns 5-8
Press right arm with left arm wrapped 1 turn around 2, with upside down box arms, push
arms up parallel 3-4, roll to ground 5-8
Stand up with rond de jambe 1-2, turn back behind yourself 3-5, collapse 6, slash 7-8
Circle wipe 1-2, rond de jambe 3-4, coupe turn 5-8*
Pivot with diamond arms 1-2, cabriole 3-4, step 5-6, hitch side leap 7-8
Cross turn 1-2, switch feet 3-4, peel left arm across and reach 5-8
Turn back on yourself and run 1-4, reach left arm up with resistance 5-7 circle left arm
back 8
Rond de jambe 1-2, battement 3-4, step prep 5-6 pirouette 7-8
Push away 1-2, swirl right wrist with passé 3-4
Collapse over 1 swing arms up 2, drop right arm 3 left arm 4, turn around 5-6 chainé 7-8
Extended pas de chat 1-2, chainé 3-4, plié chainé 5-6 turning jeté with the back leg in
attitude 7-8
Pivot 1-2, chainé 3-4, 5-6 piqué 7-8
Fouetté 1-2, piqué 3-4, fouetté 5-6 turn to the back 7-8
Repeat * to *

“I Know You Want Me”
Level 2/3 Jr. High Officer Jazz
Choreographed by Stacy Kornegay
8
8
8

Section A: Hold 1-4, hips R 5-6, L 7-8 – hands hit hips
Step L, face L, R foot front &1-2 shoulder shake 3-4, turn to front 5-8
Rock front 1-2, ball change back 3-4 arms push front and over head, pivot turn R foot 56, Chassé R 7-8
8
Extend L foot to side 1, arms “T” on 2, L foot behind arms wrap over head and back 3-4,
hip swivel 5-6, hip shake arms above head 7-8
8
Section B: Groups pose to front 1-4 (4 groups), hips move L,R, with hands 5-6, hips L
arms slice low 7, hips R arms in L 8
8
Section C: Bodywave 1-2, prep R foot front 3-4, passé turn R 5-6, point L, R 7-8
8
Step R, left legs flicks back 1-2 arm moves to R, triplet step to L 3&4, chainé turn to R 58 end facing R side
8
4 groups starting 1,3,5,7: Rock L front pushing L arms to front 1-2, L chassé back 3-4,
Walk R,L 5-6, feet apart 7-8
8
Hip shake hands above head 1-2…3-8 other groups finish.
Repeat section B
Form change 1-8 – repeat section A,B,C,B to end pose

“I Know You Want Me”
Level 1/2 Hip Hop
Choreographed by Alex Alpha
8
8
8
8
8
8
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8
8
8
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**Hold 1-4, turning over left shoulder hips 5-8
Group 1 (front row) step left right arm circling 1, switch 2, right arm circling 3, popping
in little-t on 4 hold 5-6; Group 2 (back row) start on 3, circling 4-5, pop on 6;
EVERYONE head roll to right side putting hands on right knee 7, pop chest 8
Pick-up from stage left (4 groups) heel twist with hands in box right foot 1-2, next group
pick up left foot 3-4, right foot group 3 pick-up 5-6, last group pick up left foot 7-8
Fast heel twist right first 1-4, transition switching lines 5-8 tipping**
*4 groups on 1-4 hitting pose #1 stepping out with left foot right leg in toe-dig and left
hand grab wrist behind head, rib isolation on 5-7, arms in a box and crack left corner on
8*
Group 1 (front row) dragging to right foot arms coming around to right hip 1-2, drop to
the right 3-4; Group 2 (second row) dragging to right foot arms coming around to right
hip 5-6, stepping right left with hands hitting little-t on 7-8
Back row grab hand with dancer to your right 1-2, “pot stirrer” on 3-4 body roll up 5-6,
step back in to formation on 7-8
Stepping with right leg first arm straight down by side left shoulder rolling 1-2, switching
to other side 3-4, back to right side step right foot shoulder circling 5, both arms down by
side left leg hitting 90° angle 6, stepping left right &7, turn around yourself 8
Transition to triangle starting with right foot arms hitting low-v and little-t 1-8
4 groups on 1-4 hitting pose #2 squatting down right leg up arms on each leg, rib
isolation as standing up on 5-6, standing and shooting arms up on 7, and together behind
head 8
Switching sides 1, back to right 2, holding right wrist arms circle across sliding to left
corner 3-4, sliding to the back with left leg foot turn to the front 5-6, pop chest hands in
low-v 7-8
“Rumba” stepping forward left right left right arm in box flicking 1&2, close 3-4,
“rumba” right foot forward twisting with left arm extended and left head wrapping
around elbow above head 5-6, close 7-8
Stepping left right left with hands on right hip 1&2, step forward right foot left hand
grabbing right wrist cheerio 3-4, step right left right hands on left hip 5&6, left foot
forward cheerio 7-8
Transition to beginning formation starting with right foot arms hitting low-V and little-R
1-8
*REPEAT* 4 groups on 1-4, hitting pose #1 stepping out with left foot right leg in toedig and left hand grab wrist behind head, rib isolation on 5-7, arms in a box and crack left
corner on 8
Step right 1-2, close 3-4, pick up from very beginning hips 5-8, turn to front
**REPEAT** from arm swing in groups: fast heel twist 1-4, tipping to a clump 5-8
Hit any 4 poses on 1-4, bounce 5-8 throw arms on 1

“If I Can’t Have You”
Level 2/3 Officer Pom
Choreographed by Rosie Torres
8
8
8
8
8
8
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8
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Hold 1-4, Outside opposites: punch in 5, punch out ½ T 6, punch in 7, punch out pacman
8; Inside hold 1-6, punch center 7, high V 8
All step rocket 1, close 2, b/c high V 3&, walk back 5-6, pivot 7-8
Step R 1, hook L 2, step L 3, leg grab R 4-6, step R 7, tap 8
Three step turn to switch spots 1-4, move to form 2 shaking poms 5-8
*Group 1: Jump high V 1, punch L 2, punch T 3, punch R 4, low V 5,
floor 6, knees 7, sit 8; group 2 on 3-8, group 3 on 5-8
Con’t group 1: Punch across 1-4, close knees touchdown 5-8
Con’t group 3: Touch down 1-4, all double punch “L” w/ knee 5-6, get up to prep 7-8
Low chainé leap 1-4, recover 5-6, w/ low “V” walk back 7-8
Layout R leg 1-2, step R high V low V 3-4, close over L shoulder R arm up 5-6, walk R
clean 7, prep 8
Double pirouette 1-2, recover R 3-4, assemble 5, step L 6, pas de bourrée turn 7-8
Group 1: Hip roll w/ arms over head 1-2, press to L knee 3-4, pull bow and arrow 5,
punch 6, bow and arrow 7, “L” 8; group 2: 5-8
Close R w/ circle arms 1-2, step prep 3-4, saut de basque 5-6, walk R 7, prep 8; Group 3:
1-4
Kick R w/ “L” arms 1, cross R 2, open to L and wrap arms 3-4, groups continue
Continue groups 2 & 3 1-4, all punch R high V 5, punch R diag 6, circle L arm 7, close
rocket 8*
Ripple R to L break through low V 1-4, three step turn 5-8
Walk back to triangle 1-4, all step R 5, undulate 6
Repeat * to * w/ no groups
Walk to triangle 1-4, pivot 5-6, point 7, head release 8

“If My Friends Could See Me Now”
Level Officer Field High Kick
Choreographed by Shelley Wayne
Beginning Position: Block formation in 4 even rows
8
Bow contagion center out 1-8
8
All forward – Step L flick kick R 1-2, step R flick kick L 3-4, Row 1 cross twist walk 5-8
from the center out to start forming single line while other lines move up
24
Continue with above pattern until all are in a straight line
8
Jump kick R,L,R touch lift waist R 7-8
8
Jump kick L,R,L touch lift waist L 7-8
8
Step passé R to L 1-2, step back 3, twist hips 4, ball change back &5, kick R 6, back 7 &8
8
Step forward L 1, invert R passé over to L 2, step R 3, ball change circle arm over &4,
grapevine 5-7, close 8
8
Step L fan R 1-2, jazz square 5-8
8
Repeat to other side
8
Parts coming forward like Chorus Line into diagonals of 3 – Step L 1-2 cross over R 3-4
2’s start 5-8
8
3’s start 1-4, all hit knee pose 5-6, pose out 7-8
8
Step touch with arm swing1-4,cross walk backwards 5-6, ball change close 7-8
8
Pivot R to back 1-2 all to straight line 3-4, into staggers 5-8
8
Parts going opposite directions – Step flick kick 1-2, step passé 3-4, drag push back 5-6,
ball change close &7-8
8
Grapevine back to spot 1-4, straight line 5-8
4
Bow 1-2, up 3-4
8
Step flex kicks waist R,L,R ball change touch R8 facing L
8
Exercise kicks on the corners – Step R1 kick L to L 2, exercise back 3-4-5 kick R to R
back, Back 7-8
8
Twist pop 1-2, ball change kick 3-4, step cut R 5-6, back side 7-8
8
Step cut L 1-2, back side 3-4, step R forward 5, kick L 6, passé 7, extend side 8
8
Graduated kicks jump point, jump waist 1-8
8
Jump kicks RLR1-6, touch point in front LR &7 &8
8
Jump kick L 1-2, close 3-4, bow over 5-6, up and pose 7

“If No One Will Listen”
Level 4/5 Officer Lyrical
Choreographed by Clayton Cross
Beginning position: Facing back, parallel
8
8
8
8

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
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Hold 1, shoulder roll R to face front 2, L arm scoop over 3, point down 4, “strength” 5,
switch 6, open back 6, contract on “tears” 7, scoop over and relevé 8, arm circle back &
Push forward 1, grab wrist 2, jump 3, lay back legs in air 4, head up contract &, bend
knees point 5, roll up L arm up 6, z-sit scoop to side 7-8
“Hand stand panché” 1, stand 2, battement 3, “box flex” 4, turn around yourself reach L
arm 6, run to stage R reach w/ L arm to corner 7-8
Turn to front pull arm side 1, pivot back &, jump L leg and arm pop 2, tuck &, stand 4,
press L, R hands &4, reach through water &, reach R arm up to diag 5, step across &,
head roll flex foot w/ fists 6, suspend 7, step &, jump pull L elbow up 8, release back flex
front attitude &
Turn to back reach w/ R arm 1, fist out to match &, pop head back 2, plié 3, inverted fan
4, step back corner 5, “shampoo” &, push back b/c 6&, walk hand to mouth 7&, undulate
8&
Release back w/ R arm swinging back 1, jump 2, sweep L arm while flexing R foot 3,
soutenu 4, reach out 5, coupé developpé battement facing back 6, walk across &, small
attitude turn w/ fists 7, plié &
Snake body roll back 1, “look” back 2, face corner 3, curl R hand fingers step forward 4,
step together 5, “clapboard” &6, swing R arm back 7, scoop down on heels 8
B/c L arm out &, lyric “still” arms bend at elbows 1, pedestrian walks w/ arm coming
across stomach 2-3, rond de jambe 4, arms up bent at elbows sink down 5, pop 6, double
pirouette 7&, fouetté nto back arabesque turn w/ windmill arms 8
Reach R 1, brush through w/ L leg arms to L 2, swing arms close &3, fists in front of
stomach 4, b/c hands out from side 5, push fists front &, undulate 6, brush back into plié
7, single inside turn 8
Prep 1, sauté jump 2, step across &, coupé unfold L arm down 3, step back w/ R coupé 4,
hands at face 5&, pull eyes out 6, wrap arms 7, twist hips reach R arm 8
Wrap head body roll 1, circle upstage arm 2, sweep R arm up 3, b/c &4, bent elbows to
front (“still” arms) 5, b/c &6, walk in circle 6-8
Contract hand at stomach 1, jump to L circle L arm &3-4, R side &5-6, wrap around head
7, reach to R 8
Jump to L &1, contract 2

It’s Alright, It’s Okay
Level 2 Kick
Choreographed by Elizabeth Reuter and Jessica Jelinek
2
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2 count break - hold
Ripple arms circling in front of chest - head releases as arms circle- tucking to ground
Finish eight count of ripple
Ripple from tuck into wide second with your L arm in pocket on hip and R arm straight
up by ear. Head is released
Finish eight count of ripple
A/b girls, a’s go first- step R leg breaking arm down 1-2, four starch legs, arms wrapping
around chest elbows folded on top of each other, palms face up on back(focus front) 34, L R L ( focus side) 5-7, passé R leg (upper body-front /lower body -L) L leg in relevearms in an “L” position…(focus front) 8
Pivot turn R leg while arms circling in front of chest to face back 1-2, body squared off,
arms by side 3-4, head up, dig R leg 5, hold till b’s finish It’s Alright It’s Okay
B’s- hold 1-4 while a’s go, start part on 5-6 of 5th eight stepping R etc done by 1 of 7th
eight
EVERYBODY hold 2, ball change side R leg hands on hips(focus right) 3-4, chassé to
back with R leg arms by side 5-6, turn over(lift turn) R shoulder and ball change 7-8, turn
out R leg with L leg in back when ball changing(every other girl goes up/down) oneshigh v arms, twos- low v arms
L R L, 3 plié arms crossed over chest 1-3, leaping(arms by ears) 4, to tuck on 5 (L leg
tucked under), HOLDING 6, popping up while swinging arms up in hookup position 78, head is released R leg is straight out pointed toe on ground
(chorus) *4 straights R,L,R,L
Graduated R, L low; R, L middle
Graduated cont R, L high, R kick, close 7, hold 8*
Step L 1, turning body and head to the left; R flick kick across to the left 2, walk R, L on
3-4, step R 5, L flick kick 6, step L 7, close 8
Prep 1, R kick across to the left 2, head look to left; prep 3, R open kick to the right 4,
head to right; prep 5, R fan kick 6, close 7, hold 8
Prep 1, L kick across to the right 2, head look to right; prep 3, L open kick to the left 4,
head to left; prep 5, L fan kick 6, close 7, hold 8
Prep 1, R open developpé kick 2, chassé to right 3-4, Prep 5, L open develop kick 6,
chassé to left 7-8
Graduated single R low, L middle, R high, close leg 7, close arms 8
A/b girls. A girls R L- 1-2, touch turn 3-4, pop out wide 2nd 5-6, switch hips and sitting
in them R on 7, L on 8; (B girls hold 1-2, and start part 3-4 … done looking R L by 1-2 of
next eight count.)
Hold 1-2, for b’s- start ripple windmill arms from L to R to ground with L leg tucked
under( facing R side) on 3-8
Keep windmilling whole eight count
Everybody roll up 1-3, head lift on 4-6, hook up &, ball change with R leg -close drill
team position on 7, hold 8
Repeat kick sequence

8
4

Staggered lines 1-2, ripple R to L, every count 3-8, step back left on
straight up and to the back to wrap the body as it turns to the back,
R arm wraps front, L arm wraps back, weight in L foot R foot pointed to front, bent knee
Everyone together pivot body to face front, weight in left leg, arms start at low V and
slowly raise up to wrap behind head 1-4

“It’s America”
Level 4/5 Kick
Choreographed by Hayley Hoffman, Hillary Hoffman,
Cali Hoffman, Robbyn Good, and Kali Boyd
Beginning position: circles hooked up facing in towards the center, feet together facing
left diagonal, body tucked over
8
Hold 1-4, ripple from front of circle, step out with R foot, head looks to R 5-8
8
Toes shift to R 1-2, heels shift R 3-4, knee to knee swivel heel out 5-6, clip turn R
foot behind turn to outside 7-8
8
Transition to block form fold arms across chest “cowboy grapevine” 1-4, continue
walking 5-8
8
Parts R to L (1,3,5) step L, R fan 1-2, inside single pirouette to face R side 3-4,
chassé to R with L leg 5-6, jeté front 7-8 land in tuck facing front
8
Continue parts, hold 1-2, roll to back stand R leg point out 3-6 hold 7-8
8
Continue parts, last group stands 1-2, everyone hold 3-4, shoulder roll R, L 5-6,
snake head over right shoulder to face front 7-8
8
Step L leg out 1, flick R foot connect to L knee, arms breakthrough parallel above
head 2, step R leg out arms close 3, prep for pirouette “L” arms 4, double
pirouette 5-6, push arms down to floor, plié R leg extend L leg out straight to
touch floor 7-8
8
Stand up 1, cut R leg out to second arms “L” position (L arm high, R arm “T”) 2,
transition to straight kick line 3-6, hook up 7-8
8
(Footwork section) flex kick low R leg 1, cross over L leg flexed 2, rond de jambe
R leg around to back 3-4, on 4, R arm breakthrough to reach up, (2 parts: every
other person) A’s: flick R foot back press down R arm 5, pivot to face back over
L shoulder 6-7, pencil to turn back to front 8. B’s hold 5, step R foot 6 and present
R arm out , turn over L shoulder 7, keep turning to face front 8
8
Arms breakthrough to reach up parallel 1-2, R arm pull down to head L arm on
hip 3, hook up 4, step forward R foot 5, catch step 6-7, close feet together 8
8
(Footwork) passé R foot to L diagonal 1, point foot to floor 2, back to passé 3,
point behind 4, 2 cuts L and R 5-6, twist hips to R then L on releve 7-8
8
Prep 1, straight kick R 2, prep 3, straight kick L 4, 2 right fans 5-8
8
Chassé to R side 1-2, step L foot to cross over R 3, cross R leg over L 4, step to
drag to L with 5-6, step R foot to L diagonal 7, straight kick L to diagonal 8
8
Step back L foot 1, open to second 2, step L 3, kick R to R diagonal 4, step
forward R foot 5, step L 6, pitch R leg 7-8
8
Close leg to front 1, hold 2, clip turn to back R foot, arms drop 3-4, ripple starting
stage L step R fan clip turn around to front 5-8
8
Continue fan ripple, chase ripple swivel R leg in, out and “Y” scale 5-8
8
Continue “Y” scale ripple 1-3, drop leg and remain hooked up 4, walk kick step L
kick R 5-6, step R kick L 7-8
4
Prep R fan 1-2, prep L fan 3-4
8
“Around the world” using R leg to left diagonal kick 1-2, center R leg 3-4, R
corner 5-6, little touches L then R to corner 7-8

8
8
8
8
8
8

Reverse using L leg kick L leg to R corner 1-2, center L kick 3-4,
corner L kick 5-6, little touches R then L 7-8
Close to front 1-2, drop arms and transition with hands on hips back to block
formation 3-8
Repeat step fan section in parts R to L
Continue repeat
Last groups stands 1-2, hold 3-4, breakthrough “T” position 5, push down 6, 2
shoulder rolls R, L 7-8
Ripple stage R to L snake head to front body facing L side pop right toe

“Jump Rope”
Level 5 Modern
Choreographed by Clayton Cross
Beginning position: Two lines, dancers connect w/ one another
8
Hold 1-2, run in 3&, scuff 4, sauté arabesque 5-6, coupé brush 7-8
8
*Soutenu L leg 1, flex L foot out 2, catch step 3&4, chug back &5&6, swivel under R
shoulder 7, reach up L arm 8
8
L arm pulls down R arm across 1, contract 2, flex push R leg L arm out &3, flick R leg
back hands behind back 4, windmill ball-changes 5&6, box arms 7, fly around knees
together 8
8
Step across to fourth reach L arm over 1-2, step back arms reach from shoulders 3-4,
“shampoo” over R shoulder 5, plié 6, barrel jump 7&8
8
R arm reaches up 1, sweep side grab shoulder &2, L shoulder swings across to check
mark 4, L arm rebounds 5, turn pointing down 6, tuck and roll 7-8*
8
C-curve 1-2, roll to stand 3-4, arms reach up 5, Indian 6, under L shoulder coupé &7,
jump hands fold in &8
8
“Funky section”: Flex L foot R hand 1, push side &,box w/ fist tuck 2, chug kick &, tuck
to floor 3, explode back 4, roll on L side 5-6, side kick L leg on floor &7, step down 8
8
Undulate back 1-2, three step turn to stand 3&4, “hip hop” slides 5-6, kick out arms
swing back &7, pop knees and elbows &8
8
“African” swing back 1&2, jump up to second relevé reach up 3, pull down 4, L arm and
leg circle 5-6, turn around yourself flex R 7, tuck down &, straighten 8
8
Point and swivel fingers and hips R 1, L 2, pop to R high 3, circle back down to L &, lean
R 4&, flex scoop R 5, L 6, R 7, step out and pop 8&
8
“Slower section”: Release back 1, step around 2, b/c scoop L arm 3-4, back attitude 5,
prep 6, chainé in plié 7, developpé R leg arms in “L” 8
8
Soutenu windmill arms 1, pull 2, L arm press front, R arm circle back b/c 3, R arm up 4,
scoop R arm to stomach 5, flex side attitude 6, step back 7, reach back 8
36
Repeat * to *, except do not tuck and roll at end
8
Walk together, connect hands, hip roll, and contract

“Jump”
Level 4 Officer Hip Hop
Choreographed by Amanda Scogins
8
8
8
8
8
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8

Dip right snap 1-2, dip left snap 3-4, walk to two vertical lines 5-6, pose 7, pose 8
Sit right 1-2, sit left 3-4, walk to straight line 5-6, pose low 7, hold 8
Walk to block 1-4, step 5, hand on hip 6, look 7, hold 8
Rock back 1, snap 2, rock back 3, snap 4, shake 5-8
*Walk front 1-4, point bounce 5-8
“Never” 1, look up 2, roll 3-4, groove 5-8
Fly 1-2, pull 3-4, hip roll 5-6, shake 7-8*
Walk forward 1-3, clap 4, runs 5-7, close 8
Run forward 1-2, arm bounce 3-4, pony back and switch lines 5-8
Roll 1, clap 2, roll 3, together clap 4, group 1 roll and clap 5-6, group 2 roll and
clap 7-8
8
*Pull left 1, right knee 2, left 3, right 4, head bounce turn 5-8
8
Groove right 1-3, groove left 3-4, fancy arms 5-8
24
Repeat * to *
8
Walk forward 1-3, clap 4, move to triangle 5-8
8
Sits 1-4, head roll 5-6, dip 7-8
8
Bounces 1-8
8
Group 1 throw right 1-2, left 3-4, head roll 5-6, pose 7-8; Group 2 hold 1-2, throw
right 3-4, left 5-6, head roll 7-8 pose 1-2,; Group 3 hold 1-4, throw right 5-6, left
7-8 head roll 1-2, pose 3-4,
8
Pumps 5-8
8
Group 1 arms over head 1-2, open 3-4, reach 5-6, pull in 7-8; Group 2 Pull left 1,
right knee 2, left 3, right 4, head bounce turn 5-8
8
Group 1 head roll 1-4, move 5-8; Group 2 groove right 1-2, groove left 3-4, move
5-8
Ending pose

“Krazy”
Level 2 Jr. High Officer Pom
Choreographed by Lindsey Dresner
8
8
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Hold 1-2, High-V 3, hold 4, circle down 5, half-T 6, swivel hips 7-8
Cheerio scoop 1-2, 3-4, step L 5, R touchdown 6, 3 step-turn 7-8
Right ball change arms in touchdown 1-2
*Chassé arms in Low-V 1-2, Cross arms prepare 3, Jete 4, Step Left 5, hold 6, Half-T 7,
Low-V 8
Groups (starting 1, 3, 5) Left K 1, hold 2, Half T dig Right 3, Right L open to the back 4,
groups continue 5-8
Group1:R pivot turn High-V 1, Clap 2, Punch down R 3, Right High-V 4, Low-V 5,
High-V Right passé 6, circle back 7, Right arm to head 8
Group 2: R pivot turn High-V 1, Clap 2, Punch down R 3, Right High-V 4, Low-V 5,
High-V Right passé 6, circle back 7, Right arm to head 8
L arm diagonal 1, break down to Low-V 2, Half-T 3, Rocket down 4, Twist R 5, hold 6,
Punch R down 7, hold 8
Cheerio 1, Hold 2, Slice to Low-V 3-4, 5-6, Hips 7 & 8*
Move to triangle: Shake 1-2, T 3, clap 4, shake 5-6, rocket 7, clap 8
Broken Arrow R, L, R 1-2, High-V 3, R arm to Half-T 4, L arm to Half-T 5, move to
levels 6-8
Clock work arms (starting 1, 3, 5): R Broken arrow, touchdown, L Broken arrow, Half-T,
Low-V, Half-T, High-V, Rocket 8
Clockwork arms continue 1-4, High-V 5, hold 6, Party 7-8
Roll to stand 1-4, Half-T releve 5, hold 6, R pirouette preparation 7, hold 8
Right pirouette turn 1-2, jump to second 3-4, clap L 5, clap R 6, R arm low-V 7, hold 8
Repeat * to *
3 step turn 1-4, Jump to second throw R arm back 5

“Krazy”
Level 2 Officer Hip Hop
Choreographed by Rosie Torres
8
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Hold 1-4, b/c body roll to plié &5-6, bounce 7-8
Snake pop out 1-2, snake pop in 3-4, step turn to front 5-6
Walk to triangle form 1-4 (can replace by forward roll)
*R tap step L tap step &1&2, criss cross body roll pop &3-4, drag turn step L 5-6, body
pop 7-8
Step R, L 1-2, face front isolate 3-4, point R, L 5-6, “crazy” 7-8
Heel toe heel 1&2, pop 3, R jazz hand 4, hand wave to lunge 5-6, isolate head and
shoulders 7-8
Head roll arm wave to high V 1-4, clip turn w/ arm ripple back to front 5-8
Jump up skater jump 1, land 2, body pop 3-4, rock forward 5, back 6, triple run 7-8
Kick R 1, kick L 2, cross b/c &3, body roll pop 4, jump back 5&6, rond de jambe 7-8*
Group 1: Jump over 1-2, isolate 3-4, hold 5-6, isolate 7-8; Group 2: Hold 1-4, jump over
5-6, isolate 7-8
B/c throw arms to box 1-2, cross and wobble 3-4, replace &5, hold 6, pivot to L side
release 7, stand 8
Group 1: walk L R pas de bourrée w/ snake 1-4; group 2 goes 5-8
Group 3 1-4, group 4 5-8
All pop N lock Egypt 1, face 2, flip 3, extend body roll 4-5, plié w/ arms 6, R knee 7,
switch 8
R foot 1-2, slide to stand 3-4, walk to triangle 5-8
Repeat * to *
Kick R 1, Kick L 2, step L 3, scuff b/c &4, cluster in 5-7, b/c &8
“Crazy” arms

“Let’s Get Crazy”
Level 3 Field Military
Choreographed by Rebecca Stover
Beginning Position: Second position, head down, arms by side
8
Hold 1-4, salute 5-6 (Front = RT up, LF at hip, Back = LF up, RT at hip), diagonal 7-8
8
Pray position 1-2, rise up to rocket 3-6, chop down to knee (Front = RT on 7, Back = LF
on 8
8
Tuck 1-2, toes 3, hit levels 4 (sitting, high knees or standing), rocket 5, hold 6, flexed T 7,
hold 8
8
PARTS: sitting=pray 1, low V flex 2; high knees=hold 1-2, pray 3, flex T 4; stand= hold
1-4, pray 5, high V flexed 6, all close straight down on 7 (sitting=close to high knees on
7).
8
Hold or stand up LF 1-2, stand up RT 3-4, split difference & step into windows 5-6
MOVE TO FORM #2, RT salute 7, LF salute 8
8
“Rocket” (every other file on 1 or 3) A’s=pray at chest 1, rocket 2, close around 3, hold
4-6, hook up on 7, hold 8 B’s=hold 1-2, pray at chest 3, rocket 4, close around 5, hold 6,
hook up 7. (The girls will be elbow spacing)
8
“Kick parts” (F to B on 1-3-5-7-1) Prep 1, Kick outside leg on diagonal 2, step kicking
leg down 3, brush inside leg to outer diagonal 4, bring inside leg to turned out passé and
grab hands 5, HOLD 6, runners lunge 7-8
8
“Kick parts” continue
8
“Wrap Parts” (Inside to out on every count or every other, depending on team size) Step
up with leg that is back in runners lunge to face front in second position & arms swing up
to a T 1, wrap waist and face outside 2
8
“Wrap parts” continue
8
“Pass through” (Right side of the formation walks on their LEFT foot, Left side of the
form walks on their RIGHT foot first) Arms chop level and forward, focus forward 1-4,
both arms salute and focus changes to audience 5-8
8
Chop back to original position 1, straight up rocket and walk backward 2, slice straight
down 3, continue walking backwards 4-6, face front and drag foot 7, close feet and arms
around and in front of forehead on 8
8
“Tilt parts” (Back to front every count 1-2-3-4-5) Bring arms down to waist 1, back up to
forehead on 2, step back on RT knee and flex T 3, tilt over to RT side 4, hold till 8
8
Contagion front to back – going into a tuck position 1-4, step up with RT foot facing side
– arms to high diagonal 5-6, stand and face front-feet together-high V 7, close straight
down 8
8
Move to Formation #3 (2 Long Lines) RT salute & LF at hip 1-2, switch it 3-4, both
salute at head 5-6, high v 7, close straight down 8
8
Continue moving to Form #3 (2 Long Lines)– no arms
8
Contagion “Rocket or tuck” – Front line contagions to a tuck, Back line contagions to a
rocket 1-6 (Contagions start from the LEFT side when looking at the team) Front line =
high knees & grabs hands in low V 7, switch to high V 8 Back line = grabs hands in high
V 7, switch down to low V 8
8
“Arm contagion” Each line just switches their V position (Contagion starts from the
RIGHT side when looking at the team).
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“Arm switches” Each line switches their V position every 2 counts.
Front line = Up 1-2,down 3-4, hold 5-6, close arms 7-8;
Back line = Down 1-2, up 3-4, down 5-6, close arms 7-8
Everyone tucks 1-2, superman contagion – right side steps out and goes to the RT, left
side steps out and goes to the LF (Contagion is center out) 3-8
Closure (in groups from outside to inside 1 or 3) Outside groups = close to inside foot
and high V 1-2, close straight down 3-4, Inside groups = close to inside foot and high V
5-6, close straight down 7-8
Back line steps into front line Form #4 (1 Line) starting on LF foot (they will go into their
window on the RIGHT when looking at the team) 1-4, all hook up 5-6, head pop down 7,
up 8
Bow contagion from the center out 1-4, second leg contagion starts from the center out on
5 – outside leg comes to passé and extends out in tendu
Contagion continues 1-4, close feet 5-6, arms close to sides 7-8
Move to Form #5 (Triangle) “Draw arms”, RT arm low to LF diagonal 1, RT up to RT
high diagonal 2, LF to low RT diagonal 3, LF up to high LF diagonal 4, circle both arms
down 5, around to high V 6, behind head 7, high V 8
Continue moving 1-4 - rocket arms 1, pray at chest 2, low V 3, close 4, windshield low to
RT 5, low to LF 6, middle RT 7, middle LF 8 (Feet stop on count 4)
Windshield upper RT 1, upper LF 2, house 3, high V and lift chin 4.
“Pendulum parts” (back/center to outside on 1-3-5) Broken T 1, cross low 2, low V 3,
close 4 (parts continue)
“Star” (parts are by diagonal lines) LF arm across body to RT upper diagonal 1, open to
high V 2, RT arm across bosy to upper LF diagonal 3, hold/finish parts 4-6, LF broken
diagonal 7, switch down on 8
“Diagonal switches” (In clumps – starting on the RIGHT side of the formation when
looking at the team on 1-3-5) Switch up to RT broken diagonal 1, switch down 2, slice &
cover (LF hand comes to RT shoulder & RT arm shoots down to LF low diagonal) 3, low
V “and”, close 4, hold/parts continue 5-8
“X jump out” (Odd lines go on 1, even lines go on 3) Plie and pray with focus down 1,
jump out to second position arms in flexed high V 2, jump back together & close arms 3,
hold/continue parts 5-6, swing arms to T 7, RT arm points straight down – LF arm at RT
elbow 8
“Flip contagion” (Front to back and will hit levels – outer rim = sitting, middle rim =
high knees, back group = standing) RT arm flips over and under LF arm at elbow and
look up at arm 1-8
“Arms down part” (Back to front 1-2-3) Bring arm straight down 1-2-3, circle arm to RT
and around (Front to back 5-6-7)
Break through high V in parts (Odd lines on 1, even lines on 3), break through to low V
5, pray at chest 6, hit ending pose 7; Back group = high V flexed, side groups in diagonal
flexed arms – arms tilted to center

“Let’s Groove”
Level 2 Field Kick
Choreographed by Shelley Wayne
Beginning Position: Files of 4
8
Hold 1-4, open in opposition soutenu 5-6, pose 7-8
8
Bounce 1-4, turn into file 5-7 face left 8
8
Rotate file into straight line1-8
8
Face left, hands on hips and lay back 1-look4, up 5-left 8
8
Contagion drop tuck
8
Contagion pull up to standing close 7-8
8
Cross b/c left over right 1&2, cross b/c right over left 3&4, step L5, kick R to R 6, pdb7-8
8
Step R1 kick L2, exercise to center 3-4-5 kick R 6 bow 7-8
8
Up from bow 1-2, jump to R 3, jump to L 4, jump kick R 5-6, jump kick L 7-8
8
Straight kicks to center close on 7 hold 8
24
Entire line fold into circle
8
Graduated kicks facing into circle (jump points, jump waist)
8
3 straight kicks close 7-8
8
Contagion from front center around circle – shoot leg out
16
Open circle into tight line
8
Drop sit contagion
8
Stagger 1-4, bow 5-6, up 7-8
8
Jump kick R to L 1-2, R to L 3-4, L to C 5-6, L to C 7-8
8
R to R 1-2, R to R 3-4, L to C 5-6, close 7-8
8
Pivot to switch staggers, drop levels pose 7

“Let’s Do This”
Level 1/2 Social Officer Pom
Choreographed by Lindsey Dresner
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Hold in tuck 1-2, Ripple to stand 3-8
*Group A: Jump R touchdown 1, step L 2, Half-T 3, Low-V 4, L 3-step turn 5-7, R arm T
8
Group B: Jump R touchdown 1, step L 2, Half-T 3, Low-V 4, L 3-step turn 5-7, R arm T
8
Group A: Touchdown 1, hold 2, R passé T arms 3, hold 4, ball change 5-6, Low-V 7,
hold 8*
Group B: Touchdown 1, hold 2, R passé T arms 3, hold 4, ball change 5-6, Low-V 7,
hold 8
*Box Arms hips 1-2, 3-4, L 3-step turn R arm touchdown 5-7, T arms forced arch 8
R pirouette preparation 1-2, R pirouette turn 3-4, L diagonal ball-change 5-6, scoop to
touchdown 7-8*
Hands to L hip 1-2, “money” 3-4, Tuck hand to L hip 5-6, Tuck 7-8
Group 1: High V stand 1-2, circle 3-4, Group2: High-V high knees 3-4, circle 5-6, Party
7-8
Group 1: Step L 1, Pitch 2, Step R, 3, hold 4, 3-step turn 5-7, clean 8; Group 2: Elbow on
floor 1, kick 2, roll to stand 3-6, L pivot turn 7-8
Step L 1, Drag R L arms 2, walk to back 3-4, Cross prep 5, demi jeté à la seconde 6,
unwind 7, R L arms 8
Clean 1-2, walk to front 3-4, Tornado hip roll 5-8
Clean 1-2, rock step 3-7, look left 8
Move to triangle: circle R 1-2, drag roll 3-4, drums 5-8
Poses 1-2, Circle to tuck 3, High-V in second 4, Punch to K 5-, tuck R to roll to floor 6-8
Touchdown 1-2, cheerio 3-4, Hips R-L 5-6, Circle to hips 7-8
Half T 1, punch 2, roll to stand 3-6, Half-T 3, punch 4, roll to stand 5-8
Chassé 1-2, Step L 3, Jeté 4, Step L 5, hold 6, T 7, Wrap 8
Move to staggered lines
Poses 1-4
Repeat * to *
Scoop up -2, throw back 3-4, Melt to pose 5-8

“Living in America”
Level 2 Field Streamer
Choreographed by Kellie Laird Ihlenfeld
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Sit in levels arms by side look down head pop on 4,
L’s/reds- Pull elbows out 1,push down w/ head 2,rocket 3, high “V” 4, hold 5-8,
Come to standing; 2’s/silvers- go on 3-4, 3’s/blue- go on 5-6
Swing arms around to knees plié head down 1’s/red 1, 2’s/silver 2, 3’s/blue 3,
hold 4, close 1’s 5, 2’s 6, 3’s 7, everyone tuck 8
Push up in lines-front line1, middle2, back 3-4, circle arm to low “V” sit-front
line 5, middle 6, back 7-8
Pick up-stand up R arm up then down front line 1-2, middle 3-4, back 5-6,
everyone 7-8
Chassé R push hips out arms out 2 x’s 1-2, wrap look back 3, front 4, R arm
around march 5-7, clap 8
Repeat L 1-8
Arms up RL 1-2, lunge look L arms down 3, head front 4,pull RL 5-6, release 7,
tuck to diagonal 8
Push out-everyone 1-2, tuck 3-4, knees raise red 5, silver 6, blue 7-8
Clock-red’s stand up L push L arm to side look side1, ft. tog. L arm up step side
arms out 3, close L w/ R arm up L down 4, R arm to side w/ head 5, close front 6,
hold 7-8; silver’s go on 3-4; blue’s 5-6
Walk to 2 files 1-8
Chassé in lines-front line chassé R 1-2, ball change to back circle arms 3-4, 3-step
turn 5-6, open 7, close 8; middle go on 3-4, back go on 5-6
Step out-front line R pull elbow 1, push to L passé L hand on hip 2, step out back
3, look down R arm down 4, middle go on 3-4, back go on 5-6
Close R to L w/ R arm up face back 1, windmill to fr.2, move in to high kick
spacing 3-4, 2 jump kicks R then L 5-8
Jump Kick-front line R 1-2, R knee 3, L knee 4, sit 5, bow over 6, hold 7-8;
middle line go on 3-4, back line go on 5-6
Sit up-back line raise up 1, sit up 2,stand close 3-4, hold 5-8; middle line go on 34, back line go on 5-6
2 lines 1-4, pop out connect arms red 5, silver 6, blue 7, everyone close 8
2 lines-run to 2 lines 1-8
Ripple bow 1-8
Ripple split 1-8
Ripple roll to standing 1-8
3 triangles-Move to triangles 1-8
“T” arms-middle triangle L knee 1, close knees arms front 2, sit rocket look up 3,
tuck 4, peek a boo 5-6, hold 7-8; outside triangles go on 3-4
Sit up- middle triangle arms to chest 1, lean back low ”V” arms 2, stand up
high”V” 3, close 4, step prep 5-6, chainé 7-8; outside triangles on 5-8
Jeté -middle triangle jeté roll to standing 1-4, move to diamond 5-8; outside
triangles move to diamond 1-8
Rocket to ground ripple 1-8, shoot leg through to back 5-8

8

Cont.1-5, “Z” front 5-6, knees arms to chest look down 7,
high “V” head pop in levels 8

“Mamma Mia”
Level 2 Field Hoopla
Choreographed by Shelley Wayne
Beginning Position: Files of 3
4
Hold
8
Contagion circle overhead and drop to tuck
8
Contagion pull apart with open diagonal arms
8
All circle into face center 1-4, clockwork in opposition 5-6, 7-8
8
Continue clockwork 1-2, all close down 3-4, step into file 5-6, face front 7-8
8
Parts – Step R open arms to R 1-2 cross over with L 3-4, step R 5-6, face back 7-8
8
Walk back with hooplas up while # 2 starts
8
# 3 starts pick-up
8
# 3 finishes walking back1-6, all pull hooplas down 7-8
8
Face left 1-2, flip hooplas open to connect 3-4, pinwheel to face front 5-8
8
Finish pinwheel 1-4, connect groups 5-6, flip hooplas down 7-8
16
Contagion drive hooplas up
16
Contagion, close hooplas down last 7-8
8
Stagger 1-4, contagion center out hooplas up and down 5-8
16
Opposition circle up and down, close last 7-8
16
Move to circles of 6
8
Hooplas into center 1-2 hold 3-4, out 5-6, hold 7-8
8
Opposition switch inside to outside of circle
8
All finish facing inside circle 3-4, low V ball change 5-6, close 7-8
8
Contagion chaine to face outside
8
Travel around circle – step R cross over L step R face center
8
Move to triangles of 6
8
Parts in triangle every 2 cnts – High V 1-2, drop to ground 3-4, scissor switch open 5-6
8
Finish parts 1-2, hold 3-4, circle over to face left 5-6, 7-8
8
Off ground every other triangle 1-4, 5-8
16
Move to one large triangle formation
6
High V 1-2, drop levels 3-4, pose levels 6

“Moon & Moon”
Level 4 Modern
Choreographed by Hillary, Cali, and Hayley Hoffman
Begin in staggered lines
6
Hold 1-3, R elbow leads 4, palm up head down 5, knock back hinge 6
6
Curve arm back 1-3, throw R arm over 4, step back L &, cut back to arabesque R arm and
leg 6
6
Step back R, L 1-2, swing R leg up 3-4, step back to lunge w/ L foot back 6
6
Head arches back 1-3, turn around yourself 4-6
6
*Step R w/ R elbow up curving to front 1-2, parallel attitude turn 4-6
6
Lunge to front 1-2, tuck L arm under and do X roll to fetal position 3-6
6
Swing L leg 1-3, open to straddle 4-6
6
Swing head to left and butt spin sitting in Indian style 1-6 (land w/ head down and upper
body over leg)
6
Snake head up to diag 1-3, push legs up and then push out to pike position 4-6
6
Sweep arm up 1-3, z-sit to back L arm back R arm around stomach 4-6
6
Hands on ground swing L leg 1-3, R leg swings back 4-6
6
Front line: Spin around to front w/ head leading 1-3, Back line: Inversion jump around 13, snake around 4-6; (Same movement but back row goes 3 counts later) R arm swings up
from back and grabs on 4, hold 5-6
6
Swing R arm down to make a “2” shape 1-3, hop over and lead w/ R arm then melt down
4-6
6
Front line holds and waits for back line to finish 1-3*, pop up R hand behind head L hand
out 4, contract over 5-6
6
Continue to contract and R arm melts down 1-3, snake up 4-6
6
Rond de jambe to front w/ R leg arms swing from back to front 1-3, slide R foot out and
push arms out from chest (everyone goes in different directions, L, front, or R) 4-6
6
Contract back in wrap arms around chest 1-3, L leg R arm rond de jambe back 4-5,
switch 6
6
B/c 1, step 2-3, tendu flesh R arm up 4-6
6
Switch lines doing triplets, everyone dips to R first 1-6
6
Walk around to adjust form 1-6
6
Parts on 1 and 4: Swing L arm over to windmill and then checkmark 1-3, prep 4, inside
turn w/ flexed foot 5-6
6
Push knee out 1, wrap arms to R 2-3, tuck R leg under to roll land in Indian style 4-6
6
Continue to roll 1-3, clasp hands and push out while snaking up 4-6
6
Bring arms down and around to chest 1-3, swing up to knees 4-6
6
Roll to L 1-3, pelvis push forward and jump landing on knees 4-6
6
Knees rebound into tuck 1-3, second group finishes 4-6
6
Snake up 1-3, knock back hinge 4, contract 5-6
6
Jump to R leading w/ R elbow 1-2, scoop R arm forward from elbow 3-4, open arm side
5, pull back leading w/ arm 6
6
Step R, L 1-3, back sauté arabesque arms swing forward and around 4-6
6
Step R 1-2, sauté passé 3, walk back 4-6
6
Passé R leg and circle arms back 1-2, land 3, chassé L arms to T 4-6

6
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Grande pas de chat to front 1-2, land in fifth w/ L foot front 3, changement
arms swing to high V 4-6
Legs to fourth relevé arms swing opposite windmill L front first 1-3, curve to R bring R
foot to passé 4-6
Switch lines again 1-6
Repeat * to *
Front line rolls up while back line finishes movement 1-3, back line rolls up 4-6
Everyone contracts down 103

“Move If You Wanna”
Level 5 Hip Hop
Choreographed by Jesus Acosta
Start off Facing R or L resting on each other’s back in straight lines
Bell rings (Stand Up)
8
Step L 1-2, R Kick 3-4, Step R 5, L Kick Around 6-8
8
Chest circle 1-2, Walk and nod 3-4, Grab 5, Passé 6, K 7-8
8
Wiggle 1-2, Open 3-4, Snap 5, Shoulder roll 6, Head Roll 7-8
8
Double Drag (A’s Standing, B’s On R knee) 1-4, Switch windows 5-8
8
R wave 1-2, Knee Snap 3-4, Stanky Leg 5-8
8
(A’s) Hand wave and close step R 1-4, (B’s start) Step R and hang 5-6, Double
Wave (Traveling To Triangle) 7-8
8
(B’s Finish) 1-4, Knee Bob and Snap 5-8
8
Knee Bob and Snap 1-4, Repeat 5-8
8
Pump out 1, Alligator 2, Turn R 3-4, Scoop 5, Crank 6, Circle Arm 7-8
8
Salute 1-2, Snake L 3-4, Mask off 5-6, Drop 7-8
8
L Leg Swings 1-2, R Leg 3-4, Arms swing L 5-6, Flash 7-8
8
Swipe 1-4, R Leg Slide 5-6, Pop out 7-8
8
Fan w/ R Hand 1-4, wave R 5-6, Wave L 7-8
8
Turn L 1-4, Flash arms from L to R 5-6, Cross Pump 7, R snap 8
8
Turn R 1-4, Front goes down & Back person presents 5-8
8
Groups pop up 1-4, Hit the drum 5-6, Pull Back 7, Rock It 8
8
Walk It Out (Traveling to Windows) 1-8
8
Angles 1-3, Knee Pops 4-5, Drag In 6-8
8
Knee Snap 1-2, Step 3, Down to knee 4, Kick out 5-6, Contract and release 7-8
8
In 1-2, Pop out in Donut 3-4, Knee pops 5-6, Turn L to back Hand Flash 7-8
8
Pump Down 1-2, Arm Cross 3-4, Snake R 5-6, Slice arm 7-8
8
Puppet w/ R Arm 1-2, Chicken Scoop (Traveling to Diamond) 3-8
8
Corners 1-2, Turn L 3-4, Slide R 5-6, Leg Flip 7-8
8
R foot Plant 1-2, Hip Roll 3-4, Walk it out 5-8
8
Fan yourself 1-4, Hands on Hip 5, Look Forward 7, Hold 8
8
A’s Drop 1, B’s Drop 2, C’s Drop 3, L Head Rolls 4-8
8
Wave and Walk 1-4, Military Arms 5-8
8
A’s Pop 1, B’s Pop 2, C’s Pop 3, Break Down 4-6, Step Forward 7, Snap 8
8
Grab and Drop 1-2, Hip roll 3-4, Grab 5-7, pump 8

“Need That”
Level 3 Camp Hip Hop
Choreographed by Sloan Chouest, Cami Christensen, Jesus Acosta,
Jerri Castillo, Kali Boyd, and Lyndsay Renger
8
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1-4 hold 5 pop chest R 6 chest L 7 chest R 8 L shoulder & R shoulder
1 dig R 2-3 ball change 4 step R 5-6 open chest, turn back 7-8 step, ball change
1-2 hip pop 3 roll R shoulder to face front 4 point, R foot back *Groups: A's
5 dive 6 indian 7 airplane 8 close to L; B's 7 dive 8 indian
Groups Continue: A's 1 straighten 2 head down; B's 1 airplane 2 close L 3
straight 4 down; C's 1 dive 2 indian 3 airplane 4 close L 5 straight 6 down
All: 7 slam 8 roll up
1&2 rock 3&4 rock 5-6 pivot to back 7 stand tall, R jazz hand & plie, R fist,
contract 8 slam*
1-2 roll up 3-4 soldier 5 slide R back & bring L to R 6 shoulder roll, open
knees to turn 7 step R to back corner 8 step L
Groups: A's 1-2 R,L point to front 3&4 pas de bourre 5&6 pas de bourre 78 head roll R; B's 1-2 hold 3-4 "shout" 5&6 pas de bourre 7&8 pas de bourre
Groups Continue: B's 1-2 head roll R; C's 1&2 pas de bourre 3&4 pas de bourre
5-6 head roll R; All 7-8 roll up
Front line: 1&2 fists at hips switching L, R, L 3 R up 4 snap down 5-8 hold; Back
line: 1-4 hold 5&6 fists at hips switching L,R, L 7 R up 8 snap down
**1 span out 2 snap close 3-4 begin walking to triangle 5-6-7 snap walk 8 jump
and clap together
1 point R to L 2-4 snake to tuck; Groups: UP: 5-6 tuck 7-8 roll up; DOWN: 5 -6
shift to L 7 kick R 8 tuck
Groups Continue at Levels: UP 1-2 open to R 3-4 open to L 5-6 push back 7 L
knee R fist 8 R knee L fist; DOWN: same as top but on knees, push to sit
Groups Continue at Levels: UP: 1 L knee R fist 2 R knee L fist 3-4 clip turn back
5-6 clip turn side; DOWN: 1-2 same as top 3-4 swing L leg 5-6 stand
All: 7 step R, look back 8 snap, head front
Moving back to Lines: 1 R, arms back 2 L, arms front 3 R, arms back & snap
arms frame head 4 twist to back, kick L 5 kick L, push arms down 6 kick R** 7
kick R out, & coupe, 8 jump to face corner
*Repeat Dive->Airplane: A's 1 dive 2 indian 3 airplane 4 close 5 straight 6 down;
B's 3 dive 4 indian 5 airplane 6 close 7 straight 8 down;
C's 5 dive 6 indian 7 airplane 8 close
Repeat Continues: Groups Continue: C's 1 straight 2 down. All: 3 slam 4 roll up
5&6 rock 7&8 rock
Repeat Continues: 1-2 pivot back 3 jazz hand & fist 4 slam 5-6 roll up* 7-8
"gimme" hands instead of soldier
**Repeat transition into triangle: 1 span 2 close 3-4 walking 5-6-7 snap walk 8
jump and clap together
Repeat Levels: 1 point 2-4 snake to tuck UP: 5-6 tuck 7-8 roll up; DOWN: 5-6
switch to L 7 kick R 8 tuck
Repeat Continues: 1-2 open to R 3-4 open to L 5-6 push back 7 L knee R fist 8 R

8
8
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knee L fist
Repeat Continues: 1 L knee R fist 2 R knee L fist UP: 3-4 clip turn
back 5-6 clip turn side; DOWN: 3-4 swing L leg 5-6 stand
All: 7 step R, look back 8 snap, head front
Repeat Continues: 1 step R, arms back 2 step L, arms front 3 step R, arms back &
snap to frame head 4 twist to back, kick L, 5 kick L, 6 kick R**
R side of Triangle: 7 kick R out 8 slide to R, Middle: 7 kick R out, 8 slide back; L
side of Triangle 7 kick L out, 8 slide L
R side of triangle snaps L inward, Middle, snaps center, L side of triangle snaps R
inward

“No More Candy 4 You”
Level 1 Pom
Choreographed by Monique Haley, Allyson Maranitch, Kali Boyd,
Clayton Cross, and Yoshio Pineda
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Hold 1-4, opposites clap 5-6, change sides 7, clap 8
Circle arms to grab poms in opposition
Walk to staggered lines shake poms 1-4, R arms up 5-6, switch 7, close chest 8
*Front line: Jumps open high “V” 1-2, switch low “V” 3-4, Backline: Holds 1-2, High
“V” to low “V” 3-4, windmill to tuck/opposites 5-8
Ripple from outside to in: opposite sides punch side 1-8
Both lines step in to columns, pull elbow 1-2, switch elbow 3-4, backline high “L” 5-6,
switch 7-8; Frontline low “L” 5-6, switch 7-8
Everyone closes 1-2, all to low “V” 3-4, swivel to lowercase “v” 5-6, “T” 7, close 8
Swivel to lower case “v” 1-2, “T” 3, close 4, front line stand break down 5-7, hold 8*
Shake poms to triangle 1-4, rock it hips to R 5-8
Rock it hips to L 1-4, cheerio circle R to L 5-7, to R hip 8
Cheerio circle R to L 1-3, to hip 4, “open door” arms group 1 5, group 2 6, group 3 7,
hold 8
Switch hips 1-2, switch hips 3-4, circle down and around 5-7, open door 8
Low “V” arch back 1-2, tuck 3-4, prep for turn 5-6, single turn 7-8
All pop to low “v” 1-2, diag arms 3-4, switch 5-6, roll arms back 7-8
Hug 1-2, switch side 3-4, punch b/c 5-7, hold 8
Back to staggered walk shake 1-4, “funky chicken” 5-7, clean 8
Groups begin on 1 and 5: Pivot 1-2, wrap 3-4, pivot 5-6, wrap 7-8
Chassé front 1-4, leap 5, land to 6-7, hold 8
Altogether drop to tuck 1-2, hold 3-4, roll to back 5-8
Stand facing back 1-2, turn over R shoulder close feet 3-4, shake walk 5-8
Repeat * to *
Shake walk to staggered lines 1-4, “funky chicken” 5-7, tuck 8
Ripple front to back 1-4, punch R arm shake, guitar swings pickup L to R, groups on 5, 7,
1
Groups finish 1-2, drop R pom head R 3, hold 4, look front 5, hold 6-7, L arm up 8
Drop L pom 1, look let add finder shake R hand

“Nu Nu Yeah Yeah”
Level 2 Camp Jazz
Choreographed by Monique Haley, Allyson Maranitch, Kali Boyd,
Clayton Cross, and Yoshio Pineda
8
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Hold 1-2, front line reach L arm 3-4, back line reach R arm 5-6, face front 7-8
*Step out to second R, L back group reach arms up 1-2, b/c 3-4, back line pushes arms
front while front line coupé turn 5-6, walk 7-8
Pivot back 1-2, jazz walk R, L 3-4, triplet 5-6, lunge front L, arms up L to side 7-8
Groups: snake body to coupé R 1-2, reach L-R arms 3-4, R pirouette to face side arms 56, second group finishes 7-8
Snake front hands on head 1-2, b/c R,L w/ arms 3-4, bring arms down R,L 5-6, hips front
b/c 7&8
Walk back R, L 1-2, R passé look back 3-4, ripple front R to L, R arm extends L in
pocket 5-8
Two groups, two counts: Jump feet together arms parallel 1-2, pencil turn 3-4,
motorcycle head R, L 5-6, second group finish 7-8
R lunge, L arm down 1, lasso R arm, slide 2, tuck diag 3-4, front group reach arms 5-6,
back line 7-8
Roll L to stand up 1-4, hips &5, hands on waist 6, tornado arms rond de jambe 7, neck
arches back 8
X jump 1, b/c arms scoop under 3-4, jump together R arm crosses snap 5-6, step R kick
7-8
Soutenu 1-2, b/c 3-4, walk R, L 5-6, hip shift R, L w/ arms 7-8
Three groups every two counts: R chainé no arms 1-2, arms T, step R 3, arms parallel up,
step L 4, b/c R 5-6, pivot front L 7-8
Finish parts 1-4, improv 5-6
Flex press 1-2, b/c &3, flick arms &4, swivel arms 5-7, pump hips &8
Rond de jambe 1-2, turn R 3-4, step cross 5-6, windshield wipers and down 7&8
Roll to floor in two groups 1-4, down 5-6 or 7-8*
Roll to stand 1-4, change forms 5-8
Repeat * to * end looking up in silence

“One Day”
Level 5 Lyrical
Choreographed by Monique Haley
Beginning position: A’s standing face back, B’s hands on head elbows on knees facing stage R
8
A’s: Hold 1-2, hips to R reach to L 3-4, center 5-6, step L, R pop head &7, R, L to front
&8; B’s: Hold 1, L lunge arms back 2, coupé turn in plié lasso arms 3, step out 4,
battement in plié 5,step down 6, step forward R &, contract over 7, look at partner 8
8
A’s: Fling wrists 1, contract close hands &; B’s: Look at partner 1; Altogether: head
under L arm 2, back under 3, flex R foot and pull hands across body and face 4, step 5,
step forward w/ L head in hands 6, passé R stepping through head up &7, slide L leg back
L arm out 8
8
Rond de jambe over L shoulder R arm up 1, hold belly step back 2, step back L 3, piqué
arabesque 4, b/c into second &5, chassé R &6, step back L flex R foot 7, rond de jambe
en l’air &, reach out to R 8
8
Palms up to head 1, step R hands push back box 2, torso circle to L 3, flat back 4, rond de
jambe to back diag 5, step to diag 6, piqué arabesque 7, land to back 8
8
Cover belly 1, jazz hands to ribs 2, R hand on knee L hip 3, rond de jambe to R w/ hand
under chin 4&, chassé to corner 5-6, chainé 7-8
8
Passé jump 1, sauté to back diag arms circle back 2, run arms “L” L, R L 3&4, b/c
pointing 5-6, face back R elbow to hip 7, contract in 8
8
Release arms to “L” 1, prep 2, double pirouette 3-4, R lunge hand on floor 5, scoot body
around 6, stand 7, rond de jambe en l’air w/ flex foot push hands out 8
8
Finish rond de jambe 1, “spider fingers” while walking to center 2&3&, run front 4&,
twist body jump to L 5, land 6, step back to second 7-8
8
Chorus: Contract to L arms swing into “S” 1, head snake to R 2, L arm in front rond de
jambe R leg 3, sauté attitude to back diag 4, land in “S” curve contract 5, flamingo turn 67, L hand on hip push R hand out 8
8
Pop back in out 1, step L 2, relevé battement to 90 3, hold 4, shoulders roll as body
moves R 5, R hand over head 6, L arm swings body around 7, land hands on stomach 8
8
Pop out to second relevé 1, twist to roll to floor 2, face stage R 3, push R foot out flex up
on hands 4, contract in 5-6, rond de jambe R on floor 7, contract bring body around 8
8
Stand on L leg 1, step to back diag hands relaxed “V” undulating 2-3, flick hands 4, three
step turn lines switch (lean L on 8) 5-8
8
Partnering: A’s: Run R, L 1-2, grab partner 3, lift 4, swing back to lunge 5-6, step to back
corner hands on knees 7-8; B’s: Look up 1, hands on knees 2, step out w/ box arms 3,
grab partner for lift 4, R back lunge 5-6, touch partners back 7, rond de jambe 8
8
A’s: Throw arms out kick then jump back to position &1, step back L, R 3-4; B’s: Step R
1, hands on knees 2, step back R, L 3-4; New Groups: Group 1 (stage R): Push flex rond
de jambe 5-6, walk to stage R 7-8; Group 2 (stage L): same but to L
8
(Altogether) “Spider fingers” run to center 1-3, pull up body step L 4, three step turn w/
arms in “S” and contracting 5-7, arms down 8
8
Push R hip to L w/ R hand 1-2, L hand pushes finger up 3, hands up head back step
corner 4, hands on stomach 5, contract step back R foot R hand pushes up 6-7, pull L foot
back to parallel relevé 8

8
8
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Step back down hands come up 1, head under L arm 2, back under face
back 3, flick hands 4, rond de jambe en l’air w/ flex foot push hands
out 5-6, step out 7, hands on knees 8
Step out arms up 1, hold 2, body circles turn to front 3, land and push hand up wall 4,
(Line by line): 1st and 3rd lines: melt 5-8; other lines: touch partners then walk to face
back 5-8
1st and 3rd: Land w/ hands over neck in tuck 1; other lines: continue walking

“Play That Funky Music”
Level 3 Kick
Choreographed by Allyson Maranitch
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(2 parts- start 3 or 5) hold 1-2, walk R/L, jeté (arms in high V), land in tuck w/ R knee up
Roll to the L 1-2, stand up 3-4, pivot turn 5-6, hook up 7-8
3 jump kicks on R, hold 7-8
Ball change L/R 1-2, step L 3, passé to side (R leg) 4, roll down 5-6-7, head comes up 8
Step side (L), back, side, front, side (L), fan R on 6, head tilt 7, close 8
Cross R point L 1-2, cross L point R 3-4, jump cross/open R 5-6, jump cross/ open L 7-8
Pop jump 1&2, jump kick R, jump kick L, close 7 hold 8
Step R passé L 1-2, point to L 3-4, jump kick R 5-6, hold 7-8
*Repeat on L
Turn over right shoulder (cross turn contagion from R to L) hook up immediately (every
other person staggers) back row steps in R/L 7, hooking up on 8
Star kicks (start on L corner with R jk)
*Repeat star kicks (R corner with L jk)
Twist jump L 1&2, prep R corner jump kick 3-4, repeat on R
Close front 1-2, pivot R 3-4, pivot R 5-6, hook up 7-8
(Alternating rows L or R) graduated kicks to the corner (3- low, mid, high), prep same
corner 7, switch prep to opposite corner 8
*Repeat graduated kick series
(Alternating rows L or R) prep front 1, fan 2, chassé 3&4, quick pas de bourree, close 7-8
*Repeat fan kick series
Arms close 1-2, contagion L to R, R fan with arms opening swinging through high fifth
to second and down to pose L arm on hip R arm on L leg across R (plié)
Starting on 5- contagion R-L, R arm swings down and up against head
Release head and arm on 4

“Push It Fergasonic”
Level 4/5 Pom
Choreographed by Emily Brock
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Hold 1-4, step R to 2nd T 5, close low rocket 6, over L shoulder to front 7-8
Dagger down R L &1&2, R out to low V &3, turn on diagonal L up &4, both hit
high then low 5-7, close to L foot clap 8
*Step back RL high V arms RL 1-2, step forward arms out parallel 3, pump R &4,
circle R big 5-6, T and across hips R 7, switch 8
To ground 1, feet together 2, knees towards L to roll 3-6, L pivot turn to front 7-8
Cross touch walking front R low V across 1, L ‘L’ 2, cross step open to 2nd
daggers down 3-4, L arm work R at 1/2 T 5&6&, R to box 7 , L check mark tilt
head 8
(1 3) B’s go first: wrap L in front pencil turn over R sh 1-2, side chasse to back R
T 3-4, R rocket feet together 5, step step leap to square front 6-8
Land down 1-2, pop up to 2nd or finish group work 3-4, V 5&6, touch opposite
shoulder to low V R &7 L &8
Roll and pop roll and pop 1-4, punch RL low touchdown stepping R up 5-6, pop
wrists*
Moving ‘L’ arms R L 1-2, wrap R to T 3-4, hug 5-6, model pose 7, look R 8
(1 2 3 groups L to R) punch L arm up 1, L 1/2 T R arm up 2, cross at wrists to L
diag &, to hips R L 3-4, finish 5-6, head 7-8
(1 3 5 front to back) punch level wrists crossed 1, bend R up 2, L diag 2, rocket 3,
low rocket down on L knee 4, daggers down switch legs 5-6, hold or finish 7-8
Hold or finish groups 1-2, stand 2nd to back 3-4, big arm circle 5-6, walk L R
facing back 7-8
Stir the pot R 1-2, hit R twice L up 3-4, prep through 1/2 T 5-6, double turn 7-8
Step forward R TD arms 1, low TD 2, swing L tilt head 3, low V 4, double circle
to T’s 5-6, push back rocket up 7, rec 8
R passé across body R pom to opposite shoulder 1, step to 4th box R arm 2, blow
kiss 3-4, walk facing back 5-7, to front 8
Punch R across L rec 1, clap 2, other side 3, clap 4, step on diagonal staring repeat
5-7, close 8
Repeat * to *
Step 2nd on diagonal throw arms down 1 as music fades

“Radio”
Level 3/4 Officer Jazz
Choreographed by Monique Haley
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Improv snaking 1-8
Move to staggered lines: “faucet” hands pump chest 1-2, walk 3-4, “give it to me” hands
5-6, L finger point “lasso” 7-8
*Reach R, L fists &1, pop 2, left lunge “fan” hand 3, parallel to corner hands on knees 4,
butterfly legs 5-6, push to lunge 7-8
Piqué L leg table-top attitude 1-2, “Mario brothers” jump 3-4, walk to back 5-6, grab
head 7-8
Walk forward: Tornado arms to R 1-2, step drag L arm 3-4, arm down 5-6, b/c contract 78
Groups by lines: A’s: 1/2 outside turn 1, jump open arms scoop &2, snake, L hand circle
point 3-4, b/c &5, hands to head 6, hold 7-8; C’s do same movement begin snake on 4,
finish on 8; B’s: swivel to R knee land on floor 1-2, head up 3, down 4, roll to stand 5-8
Unison: B/c pull fists &1, arm up 2, knock 3-4, windmill arms lean 5, L arm down 6, turn
to back 7, lean to L 8
Step R, L 1-2, jété 3, land 4, A’s & C’s out on 5, hold 6; B’s out on 6, tuck 7-8
Release legs back 1-2, fetal position 3-4, roll to stand 5-6, look R w/ hip 7, center 8
Look front 1, “Old Africa” corner then back 2-3, donkey kick to front 4, windmill arms
step to second 5-8
Pivot R hand to ear (“sound”) and twist to front 1-2, push R hand out step back 3, step L
4, R foot out grab hands 5, hips and shoulder &6, face front hands by ear 7-8
B/c “come here” R hand 1-2, hands on head then hips while hopping 3-4, cross stomach
step out 5-6, scoop L hand to “I Love You” 7-8*
Unwind over head to Indian 1-3, pop knees and arms &4, push arms to R 5, low to L 6,
scoop b/c 7-8
Hands behind head 1, scoop hands in front of stomach 2-3, pop shoulders to L &4,
“flamingo” turn w/ “muscle arms” 5, step out 6, point to L 7-8
Repeat * to * (w/ all groups doing part “B”)
Around head 1-2, point to front 3-4 (on “sound”)

“Rescue Me”
Level 3 Field Jazz
Choreographed by Kristina Tarman
Starting Position: R knee on ground, L leg out in 2nd, R hand on shoulder, L hand on hip.
8
Groups on counts 5, 7 & 1: Hold 1-4, R reach 5, L reach 6, step L in front hands to
shoulders 7-8
8
Stand, arms up parallel 1, sit in R hip, hands on hip 2, shake hips while waiting for other
groups 3-8
8
Step L 1, cross R 2, soutenu 3-4, step back on R leg slow high V arms 5-8
8
Transition to lines: wrap head to shoulders 1-2, cross L arm 3, R 4, half T 5-6, low V
palms up 7-8
8
Pick Up 1, 3, 5: step R, half box arms 1, step L behind, “L” arms to R 2, step L, half box
arms 3, step R behind, twist body 4, releve R arms reach up 5-6, push down R to parallel
w/ flexed hand 7-8
8
Pivot turn 1-2, ball change R, R arm reach 3-4, R arm parallel, R leg tendu to stage L 5,
sit w/ R hand on head 6, hips 7-8
8
Wait for other groups 1-6, step out R 7, bring legs together L arm up, R arm wrap at waist
8
8
Odd lines count 1, even lines count 5: chasse R, arms T 1-2, ball change arms up 3-4,
three step turn L 5-6, reach low 7-8; Even lines pivot turn 1-2, pivot turn 3-4, start combo
on 5-6
8
Odd lines three step turn to R and right up to high angle making a file with even lines 1-4,
Even lines finish combo 1-4, everyone jump to close feet and bring arms up parallel 5-6,
file group 1: ball change 7-8 file group 2: pivot turn 7-8
8
File group 1: walk R,L 1-2, pivot turn w/ arms wrapping 3, prep 4, chaine turn 5-6, step R
7, close 8 File group 2: battement 1-2, step R 3, step L and arms out 4, R arm out 5, L out
6, pie L 7, close R, clasp hands 8
8
Alternating arms in files 1-2, switch 3-4, step out alternating ways with outside arm in
high angle 5-6, wrap outside arm around head 7, reach across with outside arm 8
8
Transition: drag opposite way 1-2, walk 3-4, R arm up 5, down 6, L up 7, down 8
8
Diagonals 1, 3, 5 & 7- step out R, L arm up, R on hip 1, plie R, L hand across face 2, step
L, arms in 1st position 3, R kick, “L” arms 4, step R 5-6, step out L, sweep floor w/ L arm
7-8
8
L arm across body, sit in L hip 1-2, wait for other groups to finish 3-8
8
Step R 1, L hand to R shoulder, cross L foot 2, soutenu 3-4, chassé 5-6, step L, R leap
and tuck to floor 7-8
8
2 groups diagonally counts 1 & 5: 1st diagonal group roll L 1-3 L leg pop 4, throw R arm
5-6, roll back 7-8
8
Stand up 1-2, circle L arm around, close L foot to R 3-4, sauté in 2nd, end in coupé 5-6,
relevé high V arms 7-8 2nd group diagonally stands up 5-6, sauté in 2nd, end in coupé 7-8
8
Groups by lines 1 & 3: 1st group ball change back 1-2, tilt kick 3, step R 4, drag back L
arms 5-6, 2nd group drag back 7-8
8
Ripple from back corner to front corner snaking L arm through, R hand on hip 1-8
8
Transition to back to beginning form: Arms slow high V 1-4, wrap arms 5-6, drop arms
to sides 7-8

6

Relevé 1, prep 2, single pirouette 3, R leg step out 4, outside V kneel
with high V arms 5-6, inside triangle relevé in 2nd high V arms 5-6

“Sad Sad City”
Level 1 Military
Choreographed by Yoshio Pineda, Sloan Chouest, Jerri Castillo,
Clayton Cross, and Cami Christensen
Beginning position: Triangle, tuck facing outside angles
8
Hold 1-3, Groups on 4, 5, or 6 (middle line goes first): All on floor, dive out 4, V look up
5, close back 6, tuck hands in 7, hold 8
8
Hold 1, altogether come up 2, blades at hips 3, “W” look up 4, groups finish 5-8
8
Ripple L to R: windmill arms w/ flexed hands, land w/ R arm on group, L leg extended
8
Close legs kneeling to R side hug chest 1-2, rocket forward 3-4, slice L arm out ½ T R
arm L leg up 5-6, stand and circle arms to ½ diag 7, switch down 8
8
*Parts on 1 and 5: Step R, R arm up 1, flex L foot checkmark arms 2, step L and slice R
across 3-4, 2nd group 5-8
8
Three step turn to R ½ T arms 1-3, slice arms out 4, 3 groups go to low V, T, or high V
on 5-7, cover eyes look to L 8
8
B/c R arms push up and out w/ flexed hands 1-2, hug chest and passé to back 3-4, step R
arms low rocket 5-6, b/c “cha cha” arms &7, flick wrists 8&
8
Transition: Swing arms back and around 1, clap 2, shake arms and walk 3-4, face front
flex hands 5-6, push elbows back 7-8
8
B/c to diag w/ R at head and L down 1-2, arms switch L foot meets R 3, step back R to
lunge 4, pull R leg in R arm ½ T 5-6, loop R hand under L and swivel to low rocket 7-8
8
Three groups on 1, 3, or 5: High knees and arms at box on L side 1-2, roll over L 3-4,
high knees push hands down 5-6, groups finish 7-8*
8
Groups finish 1-2, step R forward L hand over head 3-4, stand and push R forward 5-6,
step side and R arm goes side 7, clean 8
8
Transition: Swivel in front of face 1, back of head 2, “W” release head 3, pockets 4,
repeat 5-8
48
Repeat * to * except last parts are altogether
8
Roll to stand 3-6, hold 7, flick arms jump together 8
8
Transition: L pocket 1-2, behind head 3-4, low cheerio 5-6, switch up 7, down 8
8
Clean arms and go to levels 1-2, face side 3-4, rocket forward on floor 5, look forward
and open to V &, close 6, bring back to tuck 7, hips 8, release head go to “W” &

“Shorties #15”
Stand Routines
Song #1
8

Lines 1 & 3: Plié & swoop R 1-2, plié and swoop L 3-4, breakthrough touchdown 5, arms
open and shake 6-8
8
Lines 2 & 4: Plié and swoop R 1-2, plié and swoop L 3-4, breakthrough touchdown 5,
arms open and shake 6-8
8
Check hip shakes R 1&2, check hip shakes L 3&4; Lines 3 & 4: Star arms 5-7, hip pose 8
8
Lines 1 & 2: Star arms 1-3, hip pose 4, betty boop 5, hands on hip pose 6, R arm high V
7, L arm high V 8
Repeat all
Song #2
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
16

8

Hold first 8-count sitting down
While sitting, ripple front to back, arms in cheerio 1-8
Ripple to standing, from back to front, arms shoot to rocket 1-8
A&B parts alternate front to back; A-PART: Right arm slice to L 1-2, switch counterclockwise 3-4, right arm slice down clean 5-6, switch counter clockwise, right arm T, left
arm clean 7-8
Repeat ½ time, single counts 1-4, Switch clockwise, left arm T right arm clean 5, right
arm slice goal post 6, switch L 7, both arms clean 8
B-PART: left arm slice to L 1-2, switch clockwise 3-4, left arm slice down clean 5-6,
switch clockwise left arm T, right arm clean 7-8
Repeat ½ time, single counts 1-2, Switch counter clockwise, right arm T left arm clean 5,
left arm slice goal post 6, switch L 7, both arms clean 8
Plié on odd counts, arms in daggers “and count”, low V 1-2, daggers “and”, arms cross in
front low 3-4, repeat 5-6, 7-8
Step right, arms in daggers “and count”, close left leg to right clean 1, hold 2, lead with
left knee 3, close clean to left wall 4; Ripple left to right (3 groups): A) Ball change right
foot to front, break right arm 5-6, close right to left root with right arm clean and left arm
breaks through to goal post 7-8; B) Ball change right foot to front, break right arm 7-8,
close right to left root with right arm clean and left arm breaks through to goal post 1-2;
C) Ball change right foot to front, break right arm 1-2, close right to left root with right
arm clean and left arm breaks through to goal post 3-4; Knock with left arm high V 5, T
6, low V 7, close clean to front 8
Step right, pop right shoulder 1 and 2, close feet plie 3 hold 4; A&B parts alternate front
to back: A-Part: slide to right, open arms in W 5, close left to right, clap 6, slide to left to
right, open arms in W 7, close right to left 8, sit with rocket down and head down 1; BPart: slide left, open arms in W 5, close right to left, clap 6, slide to right to left, open
arms in W 7, close left to right 8, sit with rocket down and head down 1

Song #3

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
Pose

Clap and prance 1-8
Groups begin on 1, 2, 3, or 4: Low V 1, T 2, high V 3, groups finish 4-6,
circle 7-8
Behind head 1, rocket 2, prayer 3, broken T 4, push 5-6, push 7-8
Pump hips 1-2, arms around head 3-4, arm around head 5-6, hat grad 7-8
Groups on 1, 2, 3, or 4: R rocket 1, high rocket 2, L rocket 3, low rocket 4, finish 5-7,
hold 8
T 1, low rocket 2, “Robin Hood shoots the arrow” 3-6, pump 7-8
Ripple L to R 1-4, ripple 5-7, clean 8
Step 1, high V w/ passé R 2, hips R 3-4, hips and elbow 5&6, 7&8

Song #4
8
8
8
8
8
8
2

Hold 1-4, break through high V in groups &5-8
L pop 1-2, R pop 3-4, shake 5-8
R salsa 1-2, T 3, close 4, L salsa 5-6, T 7, close 8
Parts: Low V 1, T 2, high V 3, hold 4, shake downs 5-8
Rocket up low V and sit, A’s on 1-2, B’s 3-4, C’s 5-6, every other line switch V’s 7-8
Circle switch V’s 1-2, close standing 3-4, diag 5-6, every other line circle down to low V
7-8
Every other line L/R pop, hands to pockets 1-2

“Silverado”
Level 3 Field Oil Derrick Prop
Choreographed by Kelly Woodruff
Beginning: 4 Different Parts on the Oil Derrick
G 1 : Sitting or knealing
8 Hold 1-4, High V 5-8
8 Hold 1-8
8 Close arms 1-2, stand 3-4
Step L 5, kick R 6, close 7-8
8 Prep 1-2, toe touch 3-4
Hold 5, pop R 6, hold 7
Close 8
8 Chassé 1-2, step 3, jeté 4
Move to st. line 5-8

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
4
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

G 2: Sitting on Derrick
8 Hold 1-8
8 High V 1-4, hold 5-8
8 Slide off 1-2, arabesque 3-4,
step kick 5-6, close 7-8
8 Passé 1-2, Y-scale 3-4
close 5, step back 6,
hold 7-8
8 Chassé 1-2, step 3, jeté 4
Move to st. line 5-8

G 3: Standing on Derrick
8 Hold 1-8
8 High V 1-4, hold 5-8
8 Face in 1-2, arabesque 3-4
Lean back 5-6, up 7-8
8 Passé 1-2, Y-scale 3-4
close 5-6, lean out 7-8
8 Face away 1-2, jump 3-4
Move to st. line 5-8

G4: On top
8 Hold 1-8
8 hold 1-4, high V 5-8
8 Stand 1-2, V 3-4,
close 5-6, step off 7-8
8 Begin climbing down
8 Move to st. line

Move 1-2, hook up 3-4, pin wheel 5-8
Con’t pin wheel 1-2, pivot turn 3-4, arms up 5-6, hook-up 7-8
Prep 1, kick R 2, passé R3, kick R 4, step R 5, prep 6, jump V coupé &7, kick R angle 8
Prep 1, kick L across 2, prep 3, kick L open 4, prep 5, R straight 6, step R 7, L passé 8
R heel 1, L heel 2, R coupé 3, R kick open 4, Run RL 5-6, prep 7, twist &8
Prep 1, R straight 2, prep 3, L straight 4, close 5-6, prep for flip 7-8
Flip 1-2, hold 3-4, Z-sit (turn front) 5 -6, kneel & high V (high V) 7-8
Close arms 1-2, stand (step LR) 3-4, close arms 5-6, hook-up 7-8
Prep 1, R open kick 2, prep 3, back L point 4, repeat on L 5-8
Prep 1, R fan 2, close 3-4
Passé point ripple
Knee pop ripple
Passé 1-2, leg up 3-4, Bow 5-8
Raise up 1-4, Fan ripple 5-8
Continue fan ripple 1-6, Drag close 7-8
Bow ripple center out
Split ripple center out
Z-sit 1-2, knees 3-4, stand L 5-6, close & hook-up 7-8
Around the world R
Around the world L
Cowboy kicks R 1-4, Cowboy kicks L 5-8
Granduated jump kicks
Prep 1, fan R 2, hop 3-4, step L across 5, R kick open 6, close 7, passé turn out &8
Pas de bourree kick R 1-4, Repeat L
R enveloppé kick 1-4, Repeat L 5-8
Pinwheel

G 1 : Sitting or knealing
8 Chassé 1-2, step passé jump
3-4, pivot turn 5-6, chassé
R to derrick 7-8

G 2: Sitting on Derrick
8 Chassé to derrick

G 3: Standing on Derrick
8 Chassé to derrick

G4: On top
8 Chassé to derrick

8

Chassé L 1&2, Chassé
R 3&4, turn front 5-6,
Kneel 7-8

8 Face front 1-2,.slide up 3-4,
adjust 5-6, hold 7-8

8 Face derrick 1-2, step up R
3-4, step up L 5-6, front 7-8

8 Hold

8

HIT 1 – hand to hat

8 HIT 1 – hand to hat

8 HIT 1 – hand to hat

8 Launch derrick on 1

“Skeleton Song”
Level 3/4 Modern
Choreographed by Sloan Chouest
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Hold 1-4, cambré over L shoulder 5-6, body roll 7-8
Group A: Slap R hand to leg 1-2, point back 3, B’s go 5-7, hold 8
C’s go 1-3, circle R 5, hips 6, R elbow 7, hold 8
Drag turn 1-2, lunge R arm up 3-4, switch over 5, R foot in &, L foot out 6, R arm up 7,
hold 8
Drag L foot around to fifth position hands on floor 1-3, step out R 5, L 6, parallel passé
flex foot 7-8
Parallel arabesque R arm up 1, fondu 2-8
Pop leg out 1, hold 3-4, body roll down 5-6, hold 7-8
Circle arms around to step out w/ jazz hands 1-2, move to staggered lines w/ tiny runs 3-8
R, L b/c 1, hands to ribs 2, hold 3-4, turn to front 5, elbows out 6, head down R heel pop
7-8
Rond de jambe 1-4, step out to second 5-6, head roll to left 7-8
Kick L bend R behind back 1-2, prep 3-4, Flamingo turn 5-8
Step R, hands to hip 1-4, tiny walks 5-8
Slow run R 1-4, slow run L 5=8
Roll through R 1-2, hands on hips 3-4, L heel twist 5-8
Roll R arm across chest 1-2, R am down, plié 3-4, dive 5-6, 7-8
Dive 1-2, roll torso through 3-4, Groups: A's R hand to R shoulder 5, L 6, R arm up 7, L
8
A's bounce arms down 1-2, head roll L 3-4; B's R hand to shoulder 1, L 2, R arm up 3, L
4, bounce arms down 5-6, head roll 7-8
Turn to front 1-4, inch arm to partner 5-6, inch arm further 7-8
Arm around shoulders or back 1-4, torso roll to plié 5-8
Groups A's lift partner to face back 1-4, B's 5-8
Groups continue C's 1-4, step R foot back to face front 5-8
Press R arm in and out 1-4, cross arms above head facing back 5-8
Bounce arms 1-4, arms straighten to point 5-8
A's lunge 1-4, B's lunge 5-8
C's lunge 1-4, switch lunge 5-8
Rond de jambe L 1-4, R shoulder, step 5, L shoulder, step 6, R parallel, lift elbows 7-8
Parallel L attitude 1-4, flick L, torso down 5-6, recover 7-8
Release head back, plié over 1-4, flick R 5-6, flick R 7-8
Kick R back to front 1-4, rond de jambe R with flexed foot 5-8
March to R 1-5, pump arms up 6, arms down 7, arms up 8
Skip to back, hands coming down 1-5, jump feet together 6, jump to fourth 7-8
L hand to head, release over L shoulder 1-2, chainé 3-4, arms out 5-6, chainé 7-8
Arms out 1-2, chainé 3-4, arms out 5-8
Swim arms in 1-2, swim arms in 3-4, scoop arms down 5-8
Hand to shoulder, plié 1-2, turn out L, arms open 3-4, *Repeat all together R hand to
shoulder 5, L 6, R arm up 7, L 8
Bounce arms 1-2, head roll to L 3-8

8
4

Turn to front R hand on stomach, L on back 1-2, turn to back 3-4,
hands cross over head 5-8
Continue to cross arms over head, plié

“Slow Ride”
Level 3 Pom
Jennifer Forst
Beginning Position: Triangle Formation; All on low knees, hands by your side, head
down.
8
8
8

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

(3 Groups: 3, 5, 7- Front-Back) Hold 1-2, punch arms forward and come up
high knees 3, fall back to low knees and arch 4, arch back up 5, step up w/ L
6, turn over R shoulder to face back in second position 7.
Continue pick up- Rocket arms up 1-2, shake down to low V 3-4, step back on R
arms hit low V &5, step back on L arms hit T on &6, pivot over R arms
touch down 7, slam down to close 8.
Continue pick up- Three step turn L, R, L over left shoulder 1 & 2, double
coupe turn arms hit low V and T 3-4, rebound onto R foot 5, turn over L
shoulder hit L arms to face front dragging R foot behind 6, step R 7, step
L8
Continue pick up- tilt kick 1-2, turn out of it 3-4, punch arms forward and kick R
leg back & 5, shake hip and arms travel up shaking to high V 6-8
Finish pick up- slam arms down 1, start moving to formation 2 (staggers)
2-4, step R, L arm hit touch down 5, switch 6, run 7-8
Leap to R wall on 1, land with right knee up 2, (2 Groups: 3,5) back line hit high
knees, arms T on 3, half T &, T 4, touch down 5, poms at chest &, rocket forward
6, hold 7-8
Step up with L leg slam arms down 1-2, double pirouette 3-4, (2 Groups: 5, 7)
step back on R 5, L 6, ball change back with R 7-8
Walk forward R-L 1-2, pitch kick 3-4, throw right arm 5, pivot to face back
over R 6, chaine 7-8
Axle 1-2, turn out of it 3, jump to forced arch 4, group 2 finish 5-7, everyone
jump out to second on 8 with poms at chest
R arm low V 1, chest &, L arm low V 2, at chest &, T 3, chest &, punch
forward 4, jump cross R leg arms diagonal and lean R 5-6, shake in to ½
diagonal and plie 7-8
(4 Groups: 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8) Stand and hit diagonal on 1-2, windmill around
3-4, close to box facing front 5, turn to face L on 6, finish groups 7-8
Finish Group parts 1-4, prep with R arms T 5, prep L arms L 6, double
pirouette with R leg extended low arms low V 7-8
Move to triangle by rotating clockwise and poms shake at chest 1-7, jump out
and hook up to person in front of you 8
Back to Front: Push forward to hit flat back 1-4, Front to Back: arch up and
arms throw up and slam down 5-8
L-R jump together on forced arch L arm touch down, R arm T on 1, 2, 3 hold
4, step out R leg to front hit poms on hips R-L 5,6,7 all twist and look over L
shoulder &, back to front 8
Poms slide down side and drop to tuck 1-2, legs down 3, hit levels 4, starburst
arms 5-6, shake to middle of formation 7-8

8
8
8
8
8
1

Get up 1-4, move counter clockwise back to staggers on 5-7, turn
over L shoulder to face back 8
Repeat all together from 2nd 8 Count
Repeat
Repeat 1-4, ripple R-L punch R arm up high V to L hip 5-8
Ripple L-R R arm shake L-R T with L knee popped and L on hip 1-4,
move in to clump 5-8
Look to back on &, snap head front on 1

“Super Massive Black Hole”
Level 2/3 Military
Choreographed by Caitlin Poulton
Beginning position: Two concentric circles
8
Hold 1-4, hands touch diamond on floor 5, rocket out 6, V 7, box 8
8
Circle body 1-4, Inner circle: slide out 5-6, in 7-8, Outer circle: Slide out 7-8
8
Outer circle slide in 1-2, everyone up 3-4, blades at shoulders 5, touchdown 6, straight
out front 7, clean 8
8
Down 1-2, tuck 3-4, roll up 5-6, jump out checkmark L up 7, switch 8
8
*Transition: High V 1-2, elbows at sides 3-4, R arm in 5, L 6, swoop in front of face 7-8
8
Front line: Circle down 1-2, switch 3, down 4; Back line: same but opposition 1-4, T out
break in 5&6, circle down 7-8
8
Pickup on 1 or 3: “Robin Hood shoots arrow” 1-4, R arm box L out 5, close front 6,
switch box 7, close R to overlap 8
8
(Still pickup) High V 1, L arm V broken at elbow, R arm low 2, switch 3, dive down 4,
low V 5, close hands and feet 6, finish pickup 7-8
8
Transition (1-4): L hand to hip R flex out 1, switch 2, in to hips 3, down sides 4, 1st and
3rd lines: Step forward pray 1, dive out 2, turn to stage L 3, dive up 4, R arm opens to
“L” look front 5, L arm comes parallel head pop 6, “T” 7, clean 8 (2nd and 4th do same
movement but in opposition)*
8
Walking in opposition: Arms out 1-2, pull front arm back 3, back out 4, high V flexed 5,
close hands pushing ceiling 6, back arm wraps around head 7-8
8
Circle front arm 1-2, face front back hand goes to low V 3-4, Altogether: step L 5,
battement 6, close 7, tuck 8
8
Front lines to knees, doing movement down; back lines stand, doing movement up: “T”
1, “I don’t know” 2, “Egyptian” 3, V 4, “M” 5, close 6, flower 7, dive down 8
8
Clockwork in opposition 1-4, tick up or down 5-8
8
Front line stand up 1-2, everyone touch knees 3-4, belly button 5, diamond 6, swivel
down R elbow down 7-8
40
Repeat * to *
8
Opposition: Back leg touches back front arm ½ T 1-2, soutenu arm out face opposite way
3-4, turn to back to ending 5-8
5
Circle around connected 1-4, look up 5

“Talk to Me, Dance with Me”
Level 3 Pom
Choreographed by Betsy Heathcock
Beginning Position: Tuck with fists on the floor
4
Hold 1-4
8
Roll up hitting sides 1-4, dig R arms to ½ T 5, step out R with R out from sh L up
by ear 6, dig L arms to ½ T 7, step out L with L out from sh R up by ear 8
8
Broken T feet in 2nd 1, punch R out sh with L on chest 2, circle arm up and around
back out sh 3-4, lunge back R punch arms to down V 5-6, bring into chest 7, hit
up to high V close feet 8
8
Pickup by Lines every four count: Step front R circle arms inward to down V 1-2,
wrap at waist and pivot turn to the back 3-4, R behind head step out R 5, L behind
head step out L 6, turn toward the L elbows inward 7, arms out from sh 8
8
Open arms R up L down >s and plie 1, close 2 and continue while the other
pickup is happening. Continue pickup 1-8
8
Bend arms to forehead 1-2, turn to the front open to front with arms in a diamond
3, close in front of your head facing front 4, step out second arms in Indian 5,
bring up down & 6, bring L out from sh R at ½ T 7, turn to R touch R knee 8
8
Contagion L up and R follows end up facing the L with hand touching knees feet
together
8
Pickup by sections across every two counts: Step out R with R arm in ½ T 1, step
out L with L arm in a ½ T 2, punch down plie 3, jump reaching back in low V 4,
dive down 5-6, dive up and close feet on 7, bend to cover face 8
8
Continue pickup 1-4, cross chest 5-6, sh 7, drop to sides 8
8
R to down > L on hip 1-2, circle switch L 3-4, L up > R ½ T 5, switch to down
R> L at ½ T 6, R to up > L at ½ T 7, switch L low > R at ½ T 8
8
Three step turn arms T or up 1, bring to chest 2-3, reach up or T 4, shake poms at
chest and move to lines 5-8
8
Contagion: Step out L with L arm to broken T 1, punch toward R with R by ear
and L out sh 2, hit hand 3, switch to L 4, flat back contagion drop R arm and
shake 5-8
8
Continue Contagion 1-6, circle around and close R to L arms in Indian 7-8
8
Transition: High V 1-2, chest 3-4, Low V 5-6, chest 7-8
8
Step front R ball change with L arm up 1-2, switch to R arm front step back R flat
back over 3-4, pivot turn R with L arm at R sh 5, turn back 6, step back R with R
arm to dagger 7, turn front and arm down 8
8
Step R reach up R 1, close L with R to dagger 2, step R with R arm in ½ T 3, dig
L punch R look R 4, reverse to L 5-8
8
Wiggle and punch R 1&2, wiggle and punch L 3&4, hip circle R to L with arms
by ears 5-6, plié arms to chest 7, close feet and arms to side
8
Pickup: Hands to chest 1, dive up 2, circle out and down 3, continue 4-7,
everyone close and hands to chest 8
8
Reach 1-2, chest 3-4, out front 5-6, chest 7, high V 8

8
8
8
8
8
8

Repeat: Step front R circle arms inward to down V 1-2, wrap at
waist and pivot turn to the back 3-4, R behind head step out R 5, L
behind head step out L 6, turn toward the L elbows inward 7, arms out from sh 8
Open arms R up L down >s and plie 1, close 2 and continue while the other
pickup is happening. Continue pickup 1-8
Bend arms to forehead 1-2, turn to the front open to front with arms in a diamond
3, close in front of your head facing front 4, step out second arms in Indian 5,
bring up down & 6, bring L out from sh R at ½ T 7, turn to R touch R knee 8
Contagion circle L arm up and around and close L foot to R foot
Step back on R ball change hands to chest 1-2, kick R front arms overhead 3-4,
step front R arms to T 5-6, close feet touch legs 7, lift up to chest close feet 8
Transition to ending 1-7, hit levels on 8

“That’s Not My Name”
Level 1 Hip Hop
Choreographed by Monique Haley, Jesus Acosta, Cali Hoffman,
Kelsey Joseph,
and Megan DeHoyas
Beginning position: Start in clump connected w/ flat back and head down
8
*Pop shoulders to L 1-2, push body rolls to R 5-8
8
Group 1: Plié L 1, arms open wide to R side 2, melt back to L 3-4, group 2 goes 5-8
8
Wrap hand around head 1-7, pop body 8
8
Transition: walk 1-3, knock R hand 4, walk 5-7, knock both hands 8
8
R heel out across 1-2, step back 3-4, arms up to R side 5, down to L side 6, down to R
side 7-8
8
Clip turn 1-4, b/c push L arm out 5-6, close feet 7, pop knees and arms out &8
8
Snake back facing L 1-4, circle arms back and jump out 5-6, pop body back 7-8
8
B/c L, R switching feet 1-2, cross R foot over hands at R hip 3-4, circle arms and L knee
around 5-6, step R w/ R elbow up 7, dig L foot push R arm down L elbow up look R 8*
8
Pop body and “run” 1-3, pop body feet stay 4, slow runs back 5-6, 7-8
8
Walk to groups L, R 1-2, drag and drop body over 3-4, step out hands cover face 5-6,
pose 7-8
6
Groups pickup dropping over, back, over
64
Repeat * to *
16
Ripples
8
Pose 1, grab 5
8
Group 1: pivot turn 1-2, walk back 3-8; Group 2: jump open clap 1, pivot 5-6, walk 7-8
1
Everyone flick R hand 1

The Climb
Level 4/5 Lyrical
8
8
8

8

8

8

8
8

8
8
8
8
8

4

Hold 1-2; rond de jambe right leg with right arm across body on 3, arm circles around to top 4;
melt down to knees parallel 5-6, passé right leg 7, extend right leg and arms 8
Step right-left 1&, fouette right leg with right arm coming over head, pas de bourree with arms
reaching to second 3&4, turn over right shoulder coupe right 5-6, step right left 7& jete 8
Right leg steps with right arm coming across body 1, body parallel to front with left knee up
and flexed foot and right arm up 2, push leg and arm down 3- 4, step parallel right arm pulls
up by elbow with right foot inverted 5, pull back to parallel 6, step to prep with right foot 7,
double skater turn over left shoulder with left arm in low diagonal and right arm up 8
Continue skater 1, land body parallel to front and contract close to knees with arms reaching
down 2, reach with right arm going to second and look right 3, repeat other side 4, step left
right 5-6,right battement with right arm up 7, turn out 8
Chase &, arms reach up and float down with body landing to the floor with left leg tucked and
right leg pointed out 1-2, straighten legs and reach arms out to diagonal 3-4, arms push down
and feet flex 5-6, right leg reaches to stand up facing left 7-8
Step parallel to front right left 1&, right arm comes behind head 2, contract and melt down to
knees 3-4, left arm pushes around to back 5, right arm swoops across 6, pirouette with left leg
in passé and right arm coming across chest and left arm behind back 7-8
Prep in fifth & tilt 1, turn over right shoulder 2, high chaine-low chaine 3-4, turning soute with
back leg in attitude 5, coupe right foot 6, run right left 7&, butt swipe 8
Melt up 1, lunge to the left with right arm cutting across 2, right arm goes around to take body
to the floor 3-4, with back to the front and left leg pointed brush arms down and up 5, take left
leg to sit to the front 6, crawl backwards 7&8
Contract body over left side with right leg over 1, rond de jambe right leg around 2 to roll to
hands with right leg out and left leg bent 3-4, stand up 5-6, low chaine 7&, russian pas de chat 8
Prepare & double pirouette& 1-2, ala second 3-4, fouette 5-6, double pirouette & melt to the
floor 7-8
Improve “climbing up” 1-4, turn over right shoulder battement right leg 5-6, step right –leftright &7&, pitch in attitude 8
Roll down 1-2, push left leg 3-4, improve to stand up 5-8
Turn over right shoulder and step right 1, arm reaching up with left knee up and foot flexed 23, push down 4, step right 5, left &, with right leg across body and right arm extended 6, ron de
jambe over right shoulder 7, land to the front with right arm reaching up parallel 8
Contract and melt down to knees 1-4

“The Day We Fell Apart”
Level 1 Kick
Choreographed by Robbyn Good, Allyson Maranitch,
Kali Boyd and Hillary Hoffman
Beginning: A’s face the back, B’s face the front, everyone’s R foot is in a dig, hands on back,
head front.
8
Hold “Lets Go” 1-2, A’s step out with R foot as you snake your head 3-4, B’s same thing
but on 5-6, B’s look front to pick up with A’s on the hip shake 7-8
8
Everyone close front: A’s arms press forward as B’s arms press up 1-2, wrap head 3-4,
close arms with head down as 5-6, A’s HU as head comes up 7, B’s HU 8
8
*Jump kick R 1-2, L 3-4, R 5-6, passé front 7, touch front 8
8
Repeat L kick 1-2, R kick 3-4, L kick 5-6, passé 7, touch 8
8
Ball change with L foot back 1-2, step forward L to walk kick R leg 3-4, walk kick R leg
5-6, hold 7-8*
8
Jump fan R 1-2, hold 3-4, Jump fan L 5-6, hold 7-8
8
Twist L /twist R 1-2, head up/down 3-4, jump kick R 5-6, hold 7-8
8
Repeat the other way
8
(Stay HU) Right knee down 1-2, L foot out 3-4, Ripple (L-R) L arm wind mills over to a
bug 5-8
8
Hold 1-2, roll up to high knees 3-4, stand R leg with arms crossed R over L 5-6, HU 7-8
8
Around the World starting across the body with the Left leg to the R 1-2, center 3-4, L
side 5-6, hold 7-8
8
Reverse around the world on R side.
8
Close 1-2, step out to second with R foot as your head roll to the right 3-6, ball change R
foot back arms clean 7-8
8
Transition into a block (A’s move forward to make a line/ B’s move back to make a line)
R arm breaks up 1, down 2, L arm up 3, down 4, both arms break up 5, down 6, again 7,
down 8
8
Ripple (L-R) Step out with R leg to side as R hand goes to hip and L arm swings up and
over at shoulder level 1-8
8
Ripple (R-L) head follows as L arm swings under to HU 1-8
24
Repeat * to *
8
Transition back to 1st formation Arms: A’s press forward while B’s press up1-2, wrap
head 3-4, hips 5-6, touch R 7, everyone digs R foot 8
8
A’s step forward and look as B’s step back and 1

“The Waves”
Level 3/4 Lyrical
Choreographed by Lilian Mason
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Throw head back in 3 groups 1-4, upper body roll 5-8
Look up or push back to plank 1-2, walk or roll to first form 3-6, step back R-L 7-and, R
hand points to chest 8
Contract upper body arm extends forward 1-2, kick R 3-4, attitude turn over R 5-6, L leg
extends through flexed arms reaching forward 7-and, foot points and hands grasp 8
Rond de jambe R through passe 1, ball change 2-3, place R foot behind left to turn over R
4-5, drag forward arms parallel overhead 6, hips arms coming down body 7-8
Prep and-1, high chainé 2-and, low chainé 3-and, grande jete with back leg in attitude 4,
turn to front 5, arms circle R-L 6-7, press down 8-1
Hold 2, feet come together R arm flicks to side 3, L arm flicks out and, both cross body 4,
arms slide out and, collapse to knees 5, come up slowly 6-7, arms surrender out 8
Melt down to R 1-4, grasp R ankle pulling up 5-6, attitude around 7, step around to back
8-and
Fan kick to back 1, sutenu 2-and, jump together to front R diagonal 3-4, arm circles to
stomach 5, upper body roll 6-8
Drag to L diagonal 1-2, passé flexed 3, push down and, passé flexed 4, push out 5, prep
and-6, double pirouette 7-8
R leg shoots out circle R arm over 1, step through 2, run 3-and, rond de jambe 4, step
together facing front 5, arms reach forward 6-7, plié 8
Drop down 1, wrap R arm around head swivel hips 2-3, dégagé R foot pushing arms
down leg 4, quick chainé 5, tour 6-7, turn front to drop upper body over 8-1
Roll shoulders back R-L 2-4, reach arms front 5-6, switch weight from R to L leg
sweeping hands over eyes 7-8
Ball change back 1-2, repeat from kick R 3-4, attitude turn over R 5-6, L leg extends
through flexed arms reaching forward 7-and, foot points and hands grasp 8
Rond de jambe R through passe 1, ball change 2-3, place R foot behind left to turn over R
4-5, drag forward arms parallel overhead 6, hips arms coming down body 7-8
Prep and-1, high chainé 2-and, low chainé 3-and, grande jeté with back leg in attitude 4,
turn to front 5, arms circle R-L 6-7, press down 8-1
Hold 2, feet come together R arm flicks to side 3, L arm flicks out and, both cross body 4,
arms slide out and, collapse to knees 5, come up slowly 6-7, arms surrender out 8
Melt to tuck 1-2, push out to plank 3-4, roll to face back 5-8 throw head back 1

“Think”
Level 2/3 Field Pom
Choreographed by Emily Brock
8
4
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
4
8
8

Hold in straight line arms rec 1-4, all walk to R A’s clockwork arms 5-8
A’s hold in cheer B’s walk to L clockwork arms end in cheer 1-4
All jump 2nd high V 1&2, rocket up 3, L behind head R low V 4, switch 5, wrap
tummy head down 6, Indian 7, 3 step turn 8-1
Finish turn 1, chasse high V arms 2-3, pop side side low V arms 4-5, close face
inside 6, chassé 7-8
Step jeté front high V arms 1-2, land down 3-4, level in diagonals check marks R
L 5-6, R diag 7, 1/2 T 8
Down ‘L’ R 1, circle in through daggers 2, L ‘L’ look 3, 1/2 T look front 4, R to
ear stand up 5, recover 6, stand clap at chest 7-8
(1 3) Swing progression--step R to 2nd R arm across to L high V 1, swing open 2,
step back R L arm to opposite shoulder 3, face side wall R high V 4, finish group
5-6, hold 7, face front break to hi or low V &8
Half and half--switch V’s 1, in 2, back out 3, T 4, both to L side look 5, slide open
to T front 6, circle L arm over head 7, rec 8
Moving arms meshing lines parallel arms on top of thighs 1, hips 2, chest 3, TD 4,
R arm to dagger 5, up 6, L 7, up 8
Ripple from opposite sides to low TD 1-4, repeat back to high TD 5-8
Moving shake 1-4, L dagger R T 5, switch 6, low V 7, cross at wrists low 8
R high V 1, L 2, R back to cross low 3, L 4, 1/2 T 5, back to cross low at wrists 6,
sunshine around to recover 7-8
(1 5 1 outside to in) Wrap head 1-2, step back R pop L leg low V head back 3,
head up hip &4, tuck head down 5, hold 6-8
Finish groups 1-5, ripple front to back pulling R arm up to ear jump to 2nd 5-8
Jump in 1, starburst angles jump 2nd 2, shake 3-4, parallel arms reach step touch
behind 5-6, other side 7-8
Step cross R in front low V &1, unwind arms in small of back 2, jump 2nd 3, clap
4, slap down to clap again 5-6, T 7, low diamond 8
Separating triangle roll to high diamond 1-4, pickup L to R circling 5-8
finish all together high diamond 1, squeeze elbows together 2, punch out level 3,
recover 4, R low V 5, L T 6, R high V 7, recover 8
(1 3 5) Step back R together R arm across to high V 1-2, step out 2nd L diagonal 3,
fold L to 1/2 diagonal head tilt 4, shoot to R knee low level 5-6, high superman 7,
circle push back to L foot 8
Finish circle 1-2, clap at chest 3-4
2nd group finishes 1-2, last group finishes starts walking 3-4, continue walking 56, 1/2 T 7, jump 2nd punch level 8
Circle underneath through 1/2 T to behind back 1-2, unwind 3-4, hip shake R 5-6,
cheer 7, pose levels high V 8

“This is the Thing”
Level 4/5 Modern
Choreographed by Regan Jurick
Begin in “V”, facing forward, parallel feet, arms by side
8
Hold 1-3, plié and reach arms in front 4, elbow slides up left arm 5, arm circles right leg
passes and turns 6, step right left to front 7, envelope arm got through 5th en haut 8
8
Developé left leg flat back arms in second 1, left lunge with left arm circling behind back
2, group holds soloist steps R L into a high release 3, soloist back to lunge group crawls
though R L 4, soloist holds group goes back to lunge 5, body roll up 6-7, prep 8
4
Double coupé turn arms come through body to 5th en haut 1, side lung body goes left 2,
roll to plank with left leg in flamingo 3-4
8
Jump over 1, reach forward with left hand right hand behind your back to stand up 2, left
arm swings behind back right arm circles to grab left leg 3, pick up left leg with right
hand and turn 4, fan right leg on 5-6, beat 7, A’s reach out B’s run to A’s
8
A’s hold B’s reach in front of A’s 1, A’s swing left arm over B”s neck 2, B’s lift A’s 34,B’s roll to the ground A’s run to B’s 5-6, A’s lean into B’s 7-8
8
A’s rebound off of B’s 1 (group 2 starts and finishes 2 counts later) improv to straight
line facing front 2-8
8
Continue improv 1, in the line by 2, poses in a ripple 3-5, one girl drops to ground 6,
dancers run to dropped girl 7-8
8
A’s dropped girl slides and sauté into partner 1-4, B’s two girls-one does a handstand
over other girls back and handstand girl is caught by other girl, C’s improve into one
handed walk over to the floor
8
Run/pull to diagonal improve line 1-6, start with body isolations 7-2
8
Finish isolations 1-2, everyone lunges with right leg onto floor-A’s fall to the front and
B’s fall to the back 3-4, tuck left leg to roll over onto back with legs and arms extended 5,
roll on tummy 6, burst arms and legs out 7, roll up to directions-A’s to the front and B’s
to the back 8
8
Arms swing back and body drops 1, arms swing up &, body comes back down with arms
reaching to floor 2, right hand is on knee and weight is on front leg with right arm
breaking back through elbow 3-4, improve to circle 5-8
8
Continue to improve to circle with everyone facing out 1-4, circle torso to the right 5-6,
straight legged barrel turn going over right shoulder with focus to the front 7-8
8
Right arm brushes up to ear and put arm on the floor and body is in plie 3-4, roll over
right shoulder first girl stands and improves 5-6, (each person still rotates in a circle and
each girl has two counts to improve to go to spiral circle till the ending)
Ending- roll head out of the circle and everyone disperses

“Top of the World”
Level 2/3 Jazz
Choreographed by Jerri Castillo
Beginning position: R leg beveled hands on hips, head back
8
Hold 1-4, shift hips 5-6, A’s: “T” 7, slap hips 8; B’s: Touchdown 7, slap hips 8
8
*A’s: Step to R w/ L arm by ear 1, switch 2, face stage L pump w/ R arm up 3-4, touch
knees face stage R 5, snake towards back to floor 6, hold 7-8
8
B’s repeat; everyone snakes up 7, sit back 8
8
Transition: Walk 1-2, R arm up 3-4, drag down side of face 5, ½ T 6, prep 7-8
8
Pirouette 1-2, jump out arms up 3, close 4, point hands knees to R 5, L &, R again but
touch R out 6, turn over R shoulder 7, sit back 8
8
Snake and point up 1, sit 2, press down 3, drag back 4, roll 5-6, stand 7, step R 8
8
Rond de jambe en dedans to passé 1, step out reach w/ R arm 2, b/c arms “T” 3-4, step 5,
battement 6, step 7, hit pockets 8*
8
Reach R arm across 1, sit 2, triplet circle arm 3&4, three step turn 5-7, flick R leg back 8
8
Step R 1, L step arms ½ “T” 2, scoop arms passé R 3, step out arms to stage R 4, turn
around yourself R arm slides down L 5-6, hold 7-8
8
Ripple: B/c R w/ R arm out L behind head 1-2, face back arms up 3, sit into R hip 4,
finish ripple 5-8
8
Step R 1, scoop hands to stage L 2, elbows back 3, sit 4, R arm across step back 5, open
to front 6, snake hand 7, point up 8
8
Parts on 1, 3, 5, or 7: Circle R arm in at elbow 1, touch R foot back 2, chainé 3-4, low
chainé 5-6, turning jeté w/ back leg in attitude 7-8
8
Step out 1-2, finish groups 3-8
8
Cross chest 1, touch shoulders 2, drag to R arms out 3, clean 4, circle R arm out while
walking 5, L 6, pivot to back push arms forward 7-8
8
Repeat beginning transition
48
Repeat * to *
8
Repeat beginning transition back to beginning form
8
Repeat beginning groups but altogether, roll to floor 5-6, tendu L leg out 7, R arm and
head up 8
1
Look to audience 1

“Unstoppable”
Level 1-2 Camp Pom
Choreographed by Hillary Hoffman, Kelsey Joseph, Robbyn Good,
Megan DeHoyas, and Hayley Hoffman
Starting in a triangle, feet in 2nd arms wrap chest, head back.
8
Hold 1-4, high V parts from back to front on 5,6,7 hold 8
8
Parts BT to low V from front to back on 1,2,3 hold 4, BT front cross R arm over L
5, BT out to T 6, arms circle up and in to clap on 7-8
8
Walk to staggered lines with diag arm (outside arm up) 1-3 arms to chest 4,
“charge” step R, *punch R arm front 5, step L cross L arm over R 6, step R BT
the high V 7, BT to low V with flat back over 8
8
Arms circle back and around 1-2, chest pop 3-4, punch R arm down 5, L arm
down 6, 1/2 T with feet together on 7, step R swing R arm around on 8
8
Shift to L to face back 1, step R to back 2, pivot on 3, feet close to front on 4, step
out to side R ft and arms punch L to K on 5, switch K punch on 6, in plie, circle
down and around to L touchdown 7-8 (facing L side)
16
(Parts 1,3,5 from L to R) chest pop as hands flick back 1-2, roll to front 3-4, high
knees on 5-6, arm low V L hand hip 7, L arm T R arm 1/2 T 8, cont. R arm high
V L arm behind head on1, high V 2 close arms to side on 3 hold 4-7 as group 2
and 3 are finishing, everyone punches R arm up to touchdown on 8
8
(Parts 1,3,5 from L to R) hands to floor on 1, legs pop to second 2, stand 3, arms
circle up to come behind head on 4, 2nd group ends on 6, 3rd group ends on 8
8
Ft jump together arms rocket 1, prep for pirouette 2, single pirouette on 3, jump to
second even lines hit low V, odd lines hit high V 4, switch Vs on 5, hold 6, shift
body to L ft arms Bt to L shoulder lever 7, straight arms circle around to face side
ending in 1/2 T ft together on and 8
8
Chainé turn to back 1-2, step R ft back arms come down 3, arms circle up to
rocket ft end together 4, walk to two diamonds or triangles as arms shake down 58
8
Cont. walking circle arms to L into daggers 1, cont. circle around R down on 2,
repeat on 3-4*, R arm BT up on 5, arms switch L arm up 6, Indian 7, BT low V 8,
8
“Breakdown” Step with inside ft BT both arms to outside upper diag 1, inside arm
BT to open to a diag on 2, outside arm BT to meet inside arm body faces inside
on 3, head looks up on 4, switch legs on 5, pop chest on and 6, jump to 2nd arms
wrap chest 7, swing arms back to pop chest again 8
8
Both groups step to back with L ft arms 1/2 T 1, passé R leg, arms in full T 2,
chassé to front 3-4, step L 5, R jeté to front arms in high V 6, land with ft together
flat back, arms by side 7-8
8
Upper body comes up poms at chest 1-2, walk back to staggered lines as arms
circle down out and around to clap 3-4 repeat on 5-6 and 7-8
8
Wrap R arm over heard 1 down 2, wrap L arm over head 3, down 4, REPEAT
with “charge” repeat * to *
60
Repeat
8
In triangle for ending, hands to knees flat back 5, move R pom to L hand 6, jump
out to 2nd L arm on hip holding both poms, R hand flexed fingers wide to front 8

“Unstoppable” (Rascal Flatts)
Level 3 Lyrical
Choreographed by Kelsey Joseph
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
16
8
8
8

Hold 1-2, (2 groups on 3 and 5) walk back arms to T 3-4, soutenu &5, step R front 6, L
foot points out sweep arms up 7-8
Wrap arms &1, T 2 (only group 1), Altogether: step L 3, fan 4, *step 5, passé L 6, step
back &, tour de basque 7&, chainé 8&
Jété back leg in attitude 1, turn out of it 2, shoulder rolls 3-4, cut R arm down to releve
low arabesque turn R leg &5, run back 6&, arabesque sote arms circle front 7&, turn
around 8&
Body roll to R 1-2, pas de bourre turn back 3-4, face front 5, push arms out 6, triplet 7&8
Cut 1, step L, R, L 2&3, snake around to R run front L, R &4&, R arm extends and
fingers contract 5-6*, 3 steps to L corner 7&8
Rond de jambe 1, shift weight &, arabesque 2, release and melt through passe 3, step out
R, L 4&, shift to R 5, cut back L &, flick sote with R leg 6, 3 step turn to “hit wall” arms
open to back on 8
Melt 1, step L 2, fouetté 3, step R 4, (3 groups 5, 6, 7) coupé to back 5-6, tuck and roll 78
Leg out 1, sweep L hand in circle 1st group 2, 2nd group 3, 3rd group 4, everyone roll
back to R 5-6, arms melt up chest contracts 7, thrown arms down 8
Turn to front &, run 1&, jump to second facing corner 2, Front line: sweep arms passé L,
R 3-4, Back line: throw and circle arms L, R 3-4, begin repeat * to *
Repeat
Finish repeat melting on 6, shift to L &, half piqué turn 7, arabesque 8
Chassé 1-2, developpé R leg 3, cut through passé &4, tuck and roll 5-6, draw heart 7-8
Body roll L 1-2, L arm out 3, R arm up 4, melt begins on 5 and fade to end

Why U Wanna Bring Me Down
Level 5 Pom
Choreographed by Amy Goldberg
Begin in staggered block formation, everyone facing back feet together arms down
8
8
8
8
8

8
8
8

8
8
8

8
8
8
8
8
8

Hold 4, low “V” breakthrough shake poms
(3 parts starting every 8 count) turn over R shoulder stepping R foot 1, step L 2, R
jeté arms breakthrough into touchdown arms 3-4, land in tuck 5-8
Continue parts 2nd group starts
Continue parts 3rd group starts
*Jump into second L arm on hip, R arm punch low L diagonal 1, swing R arm up
to high R diagonal 2, L arm punch R low diagonal 3, L arm swing to high L
diagonal to make high “V” 4, swipe in and clasp poms in front 5-6, half “T” 7,
“T” 8
R arm pull in to hip, elbow in 1-2, switch to other side 3-4, (every other line part)
front line reach high L diagonal across 5, pull into hip 6, L diagonal punch 7, L
arm to hip 8, back line same movement except to hit low diagonals
Slap hips as hip roll to R starts 1-4, drag forward with R foot punching arms
straight forward release head 5-6, tuck over legs in plie poms to knees 7-8
Step L poms to chest 1-2, battement tilt R leg arms in R diagonal 3-4, (parts in
lines) A’s step R foot forward arms slice to low “V” 5, turn over L shoulder arms
in “Indian” to back 6, turn back to front arms in low “V” 7, slice to high “V” 8,
B’s turn over R shoulder to back slice high “V” 5, turn to front Indian 6, slice to
high “V” 7, slice down to low “V” 8
Transition to 2 blocks staggered shaking at knees (split form in half)
Ripples starting from back L diagonal on stage L and back R diagonal of stage R,
ripple into levels in L “L” position stage L, ripple into levels R “L” position on
stage R, ripples should end in towards each other 1-8
Parts back half and front half of formation, back half: snake over R shoulder to
face front 1-2, high “V” 3-4, step out with R foot “lawn mower” close and pull 56, 7-8, 1-2, 3-4, pump arms with contraction arms half “T” 5-6, front half: hold 14, turn to stand up 5-6, “lawnmower” 1-2, 3-4, pump arms in half “T’ 5-8
Arms to hips elbows back hips to L with head 1-2, switch to L 3-4, whip to L with
R arm 5-6, to L of 7-8
Half “T” pull to L 1, switch to R 2, cheerio swivel about head 3-4, arms to R hip
pop R toe in front 5-6, touch ankle R arm to fold over 7-8
Snake up 1-4, “clockwork” front half R bow and arrow 5, arms rocket down
together 6, L bow and arrow 7, R bow and arrow 8, back half: L bow and arrow 5,
rocket up 6, R bow and arrow 7, L bow and arrow 8
Parts: groups stage R to L (1,3) rocket 1-2, breakthrough low “V” step back R
foot pop L toe 3-4, step to second R foot arms behind head with hip roll to R 5-6,
hit hips 7, arms reach to floor 8
Ripple stage L to R feet together R arm punch up L leg drag back R arm slice
forward open to second R foot to face back 1-8
Continue ripple 1-4, hands to hips figure 8 hip 5-7, release head pop R toe 8

8
8
8
8
8
112

Clean 1-2, prepare to back 3-4, double and half pirouette to end to
front cheerio arms 5-7, A’s drop to floor on R knee L leg extended
8, B’s step out with R drop upper body over 8
Continue parts, hole 1-2 A’s snake to L 3-4, roll to R side to stand up 5-8, B’s
snake to L 1-2, turn over L shoulder to face front 3-6 hold 7-8
Transition pump R arm 1-4, little checkmarks L, R, L, R 5-8
Continue transition repeat moving arms 1-8
Step forward R 1, L on 2, step R 3 preparing for inverted axel on 4-6, land out in
second 7, hold 8
Repeat (*) next 14 8’s ending with A’s drop to floor and B’s fold over 8

“Work”
Level 3/4 Hip Hop
Choreographed by Sloan Chouest, Cami Christensen, Jesus Acosta,
Jerri Castillo, and Cali Hoffman
Beginning Formation- Diamond or Triangle
8
Hold 1-4, everyone expand arms/plié 5-6, back in 7-8
8
Swim out 1-2, back in 3, step L 4, scuff R 5, step down R 6, slide over L 7, close
over L shoulder to front 8
8
*Scoop R leg 1, ball change R L on & 2, step forward with R push arms down 3,
turn to side 4, “tip walk” R back 5, L 6, R 7, hold 8
8
Step L, R w/ elbows out/in on 1 &, L/R again w/ R hand pointing on 2 &, swivel
to R on 3-4, roll up 5-6, walk L 7, pivot to face side w/ head roll on 8
8
Slide to staggered lines 1-2, slide again on 3-4, “holla” opposition point 5-6,
“round-up” R arm for front line and L arm for back line on 7-8
8
Hook swing L arm 1, elbows out 2, “Indian” head down 3, press up &, down 4,
jump out 5 R diagonal, booty pop arms low 6, pop arms middle 7, pop arms high
8
8
Broken diagonal R up L broken 1, switch 2, “Indian” tilt L 3, R &, L 4, swivel
up/over to L 5, drop 6, (Groups- A, B, and C from R to L start with hip twist)
Group A- R hip twist 7-8
8
Continue roll hips 1, sit 2, scoot to front 3-4, turn to kneel 5, hold 6-8 Group BHold 7-8 R hip twist 1-2 continue roll hips 3, sit 4, scoot 5-6, turn to kneel 7, hold
8
8
Group C- Hold 7-8 1-2, start R hip twist on 3-4, continue roll hips 5, sit 6, scoot to
front 7-8
8
Continue to turn kneel 1, same A, B, C groups to get up A get up on 1-2 slide
back L/R 3-4, B get up on 3-4 slide back L/R 5-6, C get up on 5-6 slide back L/R
7-8
8
Swim R arm & step back on R on 1-2, hand in fist behind head and sit 3, pop hip
and open R hand &, fist and sit 4, “bird” switch feet L/R as swing arms back and
contract on 5-6, back up as feet step R/L and pose & 7, chest pop 8
8
Move to Triangle formation- Start with L foot to “Vogue” roll 1 &, high “V” 2, R
arm break-through low “V” & 3, L arm & 4, cross r arm over chest & 5, L arm
around waist & 6, hands brush sides of body 7-8
8
Continue moving “Indian” arms 1-2, tilt L 3, tilt R 4, “muscle man” R arm up &
5, switch L & 6, and drop arms to side 7-8
8
REPEAT- * to *…. Note: “holla” everyone does it together with R arm point.
8
After booty pops go into 4 count break
8
(4 count break) Snake R arm to front 1-2, punch 3 &, shake shoulders to R 4 &.
8
Hold 1-2, continue repeat with “Indian” tilts 3 & 4, swivel up/over to L 5, drop 6,
levels 7-8
8
Everyone together for R hip twist on 1-2, push hips 3, sit 4, scoot 5-6, turn to
kneel 7-8
8
Group diagonals to stand- Group A stand 1-2, slide back 3-4, Group B hold 1-2,
3-4, stand 5-6, slide back 7-8

8

Swim R arm & step back on R on 1-2, hand in fist behind head and
sit 3, pop hip and open R hand &, fist and sit 4, “bird” switch feet
L/R as swing arms back and contract on 5-6, back up as feet step R/L and pose & 7, chest pop 8

“You Shook Me”
Level 2 Field Pom
Choreographed by Kim Cardwell
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
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8
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(4 lines) hold
Progression/V-arms up 1-5, pray 6, low V-7, T-8
Punch up 1-2, circle around head 3-6, T-7, V-8
Step dig/punch up 1-2, repeat 3-4, wrap head 5-6, hip circle 7-8
Step bc/punch “L” 1-2, hips/ ½ T 3-4, down 5-6, up 7-8
Chassé 1-2, step/crossarms-3, kick 4, ball 5-6, roll up 7-8
T-hip 1, arms up/hips 2, chest/hips 3, arms down 4, box arms 5-8
BC 1-2, spin around 3-4, step back/punch 5, punch 6, sit pose 7-8
Chainé punch opposite directions/diagonals 1-4, other direction 5-8
Circle arms/step dig 1-4, hips/circle arms up 5-6, circle pose 7-8
(move to triangle) Arms over head 1-2, pray shake 5-8
Continue to move to triangle/ punch arms 1-4, shake/circle arms down 5-8
Step T-1-2, spin/arms up 3, pray 4, punch side 5-6, rocket up 7, high V-8
Shift R swing L 1-2, shift R swing R 3-4, daggers 5, L up 6, R up 7, drop 8
(3 groups) Progression every 2 counts; 2nd to wrap 1-7, all arms down 8
Knee pops/arms shake up 1-4, to shoulders/look 5-6, punch front 7, close 8
½ V’s up 1-2, pray 3, low V-4, punch T-5, high V-6, circle down 7, pray 8
Punch/punch knee pop rt. 1-2, Lt. 3-4, punch up/up 5-6, t-look up 7, squat 8
Pas de bourré turn 1-4
Chassé 1-2, jeté 3-4, punch up/dig rt. 5-6, Lt. 7-8
High V-1, roll down 2, pivot to back 3-4, low V punch arms 5-6, Lt. 7-8
Pray 1, rocket 2, roll down to low V 3-4, grapevine 5-8
(3 parts) Pose 1-3, hold 4, switch to back 5, pivot turn V-6, face front/pray 7-8
Step jump 1-4, chainé turn rt/arm switch 5-8
T -1, ½ T up 2, circle to pray 3-4, hips 5-6, rocket 7, low V 8
Circle down 1-2, isolation 3-4, head roll 5-6, step dig 7-8
Punch 1, break up 2, punch up 3, high V 4, circle head 5-6, bc 7-8
Prepare 1-3, chainé 4, passé 5-6, close 7-8
Ripple 1-5, switch 6, V 7, pray 8
Cross punch 1, V 2, hips 3-4, melt arms 5-8
Pray shake 1-4, line 1 & 2 to knees 5-8
Punch up pose

